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Executive summary

Executive summary

This report has three elements. Firstly, it gives a 
snapshot of the current state of Europe's coastal 
regions. Secondly, it assesses the policies used 
to manage coastal regions, and discusses the 
proposal for a new European directive to improve 
the management of coastal regions. Thirdly, it 
highlights the need for better information and better 
monitoring tools to help inform this management 
process. The three sections below deal with each of 
these elements in more detail.

The state of Europe's coastal regions

Coastal regions are tremendously important for 
Europe's economy. Approximately 40 % of the EU's 
population lives within 50 km of the sea. Almost 
40 % of the EU's GDP is generated in these maritime 
regions, and a staggering 75 % of the volume of the 
EU's foreign trade is conducted by sea.

But this important role played by our coasts has 
come at a cost to the environment. Activities such 
as shipping, resource extraction, renewable energy 
and fishing are all putting pressure on marine and 
coastal areas. These pressures have been felt across 
most of Europe's coastal regions. This has resulted in 
habitat loss, pollution and accelerated coastal erosion. 
Climate change is likely to make these regions — and 
the societies that live in them — more vulnerable.

Recent data highlight the continued poor quality 
of many European coastal waters, with the Baltic 
Sea the worst, followed by the North Sea and the 
Black Sea. The conservation status of Europe's 
coastal species and habitats is also generally bad or 
unknown. Only 13 % of the assessments of coastal 
species made under the Habitats Directive are 
favourable. 73 % of the coastal habitat assessments 
show bad or inadequate conservation status.

The policy context for coastal 
management in Europe

This deterioration threatens the continued health 
of our coastal areas. If these regions are to continue

to power our economies, shelter a rich biodiversity, 
and remain home to millions of Europeans, we must 
manage them more carefully. This management 
must also be conducted in an integrated fashion, 
balancing the competing interests of human 
development with the need to ensure healthy and 
resilient coastal ecosystems.

Public policy has already begun to implement 
this principle of integrated management of 
coastal zones. In 2002, the European Union 
adopted a Recommendation on Integrated Coastal 
Zone Management (ICZM), setting out basic 
principles. These principles are still valid and 
include: stakeholder involvement; sensitivity of 
policy to local needs; the adoption of a long-term 
perspective; and the creation of links between all 
levels of governance, from local to European.

Although ICZM principles are increasingly being 
adopted in the management of coastal areas, 
progress has not been uniform. The European 
Commission estimated in 2012 that implementation 
of ICZM was only about 50 % across the EU as 
a whole. It identified two shortcomings that 
are especially important. The first is a lack 
of clear administrative responsibility for the 
implementation of ICZM, and the second is an 
absence of commonly agreed objectives and 
timeframes in which these objectives should be 
achieved.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, the 
European Commission in 2013 issued a proposal 
for a new directive. This directive would establish a 
framework for integrated coastal management and 
for 'maritime spatial planning' (public policy that 
deals exclusively with managing maritime space but 
not land space). The Commission hopes that this 
directive will integrate in a coherent whole all of 
the EU policies that touch on maritime and coastal 
issues (such as the Habitats Directive, the Water 
Framework Directive, Marine Strategy Framework 
Directive etc.). It also hopes this directive will 
provide guidance for how to better manage the 
competing claims of economic sectors on space and 
resources in coastal and marine areas.
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The most important feature of this proposed 
new directive is the requirement for countries 
and groups of countries to prepare maritime 
spatial plans and integrated coastal management 
strategies. Five years after the adoption of the 
directive, the Commission will compile a follow-up 
report based on progress reports submitted by the 
Member States.

Improving the knowledge base for 
successful coastal management

These plans, strategies, and reports must be based 
on accurate information if they are to help inform 
the policy process. There is therefore a need to 
improve the quality of the data used to measure the 
health of our coastal environment.

One of the most important improvements is the 
creation of geospatial data. Most of the information 
currently compiled by Member States about their 
coastal regions is socio-economic in nature and does 
not contain location data that would help pinpoint

Photo: ©  iStock/eddyfish

precisely where certain environmental changes 
are happening. Integrating various data sets from 
different sources is even more challenging. This 
lack of quality-assured spatial data hinders effective 
management. As computer-mapping technology 
improves, it can be used to monitor these changes 
in the way space is used by different activities 
(shipping, fishing, construction etc.).

EU Member States should also make more effort 
to harmonise their data and make it consistent 
with the data reported by other countries, so that 
it can be shared. Shared in this way, and enhanced 
by coordinated indicator sets, coastal data can 
give a larger and more refined picture of the 
wider ecosystem area, allowing for more effective 
management.

With better quality input data, scientists and policy 
makers can make use of new assessment methods 
that give a comprehensive picture of coastal areas, 
making it easier to implement an ecosystem-based 
management approach. Three of these new 
assessment methods are particularly promising:

• Spatial analysis of cumulative impacts.
Improved geospatial data can be used to 
analyse the effects of a combination of different 
impacts (e.g. fishing, wind turbines or sediment 
extraction) on coastal and marine ecosystems. 
Maps produced with this data can integrate 
information that has traditionally been studied 
separately, making them a valuable decision 
support tool for ecosystem-based spatial 
planning of coastal and marine areas.

• Ecosystem capital accounts. In the same way 
that financial accounts measure changes in the 
flows of money, ecosystem capital accounts aim 
at measuring the changes of our natural capital 
(everything from fish stocks to the level of 
biodiversity degradation). The EEA is currently 
working on such a system of accounts, using 
datasets specially chosen for coastal/marine 
systems.

• Coastal vulnerability assessments. These are 
created by identifying particular elements at 
the coastline that are most at risk from either 
climate change or other human-related changes. 
For example, a freshwater lagoon could be 
vulnerable to saltwater intrusion, or an area of 
residential settlement could be vulnerable to 
coastal erosion or flooding.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose and scope of this report

The objective of this report is to frame an analytical 
approach for coastal areas in Europe, and to place 
this in the context of the new socio-economic drivers 
of sustainable growth, and the formation of a new 
integrated policy framework. This framework builds 
on an ecosystem-based management approach and 
integrated spatial planning and management. The 
report presents some key sustainability challenges 
for European coastal areas and waters, and highlights 
the need for a consolidated knowledge base and 
widespread information-sharing to support informed 
policy development and management actions.

European coastal zone policy supports Agenda 21 (4) 
of the 1992 Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit, in which 
coastal nations committed to implement sustainable 
development of coastal areas and integrated coastal 
zone management (ICZM). Some 20 years later, 
these provisions still hold, and the commitment 
was confirmed and reinforced by the Rio Ocean 
Declaration (2) in the 2012 Rio+20 summit.

This report explores the thesis that coastal zones 
can only be rendered sustainable through a widely 
based coalition of policy actions across economic 
sectors, and the implementation of existing 
environmental legislation and horizontal policy 
elements that contribute to increased resilience of 
coastal areas and communities (see Figure 1.1).

Since the European Environment Agency's (EEA's) 
last coastal reporting in 2006 (EEA, 2006a), multiple 
policy initiatives have been realised that favour the 
above-mentioned framework. The European Union 
(EU) Integrated Maritime Policy (COM(2007) 575 
final) (3) has boosted maritime economies and clearly 
identifies a need for sustainable growth that respects 
environmental targets. The Blue Growth initiative

specifically addresses new and innovative means 
of achieving economic objectives: renewable ocean 
energy and marine biotechnology are examples of 
such means.

Building on the holistic dimension of Water 
Framework Directive (WFD) (2000/60/EC), the EU 
environmental acquis deploys an ecosystem-based 
approach. The Marine Strategy Framework Directive 
(MSFD) (2008/56/EC) and the EU Biodiversity 
Strategy to 2020 (2011/2307(INI)) have confirmed 
this commitment, and the outcome depends on 
effective implementation of set policy targets, as 
guided, for instance, by the new General Union 
Environment Action Programme to 2020 (7EAP (4)).

Building on the heritage of EU policy on ICZM (i.e. 
the EU ICZM Recommendation) and its gradual 
uptake by Member States, the new initiatives for 
maritime spatial planning (MSP) (launched by the 
EU Integrated Maritime Policy) and coastal and 
marine issues of climate change adaptation (part of 
the EU Strategy on adaptation to climate change (5)) 
have expanded the horizontal policy platform, 
and offer new opportunities for integrated spatial 
management and adaptation of Europe's coastlines.

In this report, ICZM is used as a central conceptual 
reference: it aims to balance the needs of economic 
development with the protection of the veiy 
resources that support coastal economies and the 
well-being of local communities. It can be viewed 
as a conceptual pillar of sustainability. Ecosystem 
services, the benefits people gain from ecosystems, 
are central to this vision, although the mapping and 
assessment of such services are still emerging.

The coastal zone is understood to reflect the 
coexistence of two margins on both sides of 
the seashore area. In this report, coastlines are

p )  See  h t tp : / /w w w .unep.org/D ocum ents.M ulti l ingual/D efault .asp7documentid = 52.
(2) See  http : / /w ww.un-ngls .org/IM G /pdf/R io_Ocean_Declara t ion .pdf .
(3) See  h t tp : / /eur-lex .europa.eu/LexU riServ/LexUriServ .do?uri=COM :2 0 0 7 :0 5 7 5 :FIN:EN:PDF.
(4) See  h t tp : / /e c .eu ropa .eu /env ironm en t/new prg /pd f /7E A P _P roposa l /en .pd f .
(5) See  COM(2013) 216 final h t tp : / /e c .eu ro p a .eu /c l im a /p o l ic ie s /ad ap ta t io n /w h a t /d o cs /c o m _ 2 0 1 3 _ 2 1 6 _ e n .p d f .
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determined using the Corine Land Cover (CLC) 
database, and the terrestrial portion of the coastal 
zone is defined by an area extending from the 
coastline to a 10-kilometre landward limit. Where 
socio-economic data are used, the spatial extent 
is defined by 'coastal regions', as determined 
by Eurostat (6). The marine part of coastal zone 
is defined as a variable zone seaward from 
the shoreline, depending on the issue at hand 
(e.g. territorial waters of the Member States, marine 
regions, navigation routes, fisheries or coastal 
dynamics). The generic term used throughout 
this report is coastal zone, but coastal area, coast, 
coastal space and coastal systems are also used as 
synonyms when the context suits.

Estimates of the European terrestrial coastal zone 
vary between 4 % and 13 % of the land mass, 
depending on what data are used, the definition of 
the coastal zone extent and the country coverage. 
Recently revised CLC data suggest that the coastal 
zones (the terrestrial part) cover approximately 
619 000 km2 in the 29 European coastal countries 
(23 coastal EU Member States (7) plus Albania,

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iceland, Montenegro, 
Norway and Turkey). This area corresponds to 
11.3 % of total land mass of these countries (10.1 % 
for coastal EU Member States).

1.2 Europe's coastal areas: a diverse 
and important asset

The European coastal regions vary widely in terms 
of coastal ecosystems and habitats, catchments 
and sea areas. They include coasts exposed to the 
open ocean, as well as regional seas that are almost 
entirely landlocked. Europe's exposure to the sea 
is the highest among the world continents, when 
expressed by a ratio of total coastline length to the 
land area (8). This puts Europeans in close contact 
with the sea, regardless of the distance to the 
coastline. To illustrate, 75 % of Europe's external 
trade and 37 % of trade within the EU is seaborne 
(COM(2012) 494 final) (9).

Europe's outer fringe is surrounded by the 
North-East Atlantic Ocean, with seven very different

Figure 1.1 Coherent policy alliance for sustainable coastal areas

Sustainable  growth of maritime economy 
(innovative growth, resource  efficiency)

Im plem enta t ion  of environmental  legislation 
(eco sy s tem -b a sed  approach)

In teg ra ted  spatial m a n a g e m e n t  
and coastal resilience 

(MSP, ICM and adap ta t ion  platform)

(6) See  h t tp : / /epp .eu ros ta t .ec .eu ro p a .eu /s ta t i s t ic s_ ex p la in ed / in d ex .p h p /G lo ssa ry :C o as ta l_ re g io n .
(7) The accession of Croatia to th e  EU on 1 .7 .2013  is not always reflected in factual  material.
(8) Estimates based  on Corine Land Cover data  from th e  EEA and th e  World Vector Shore line d a ta b a s e  (scale 1 :250 000) by th e  World 

Resource Inst i tu te  su g g e s t  th a t  Europe's  coastline-to-land m ass  ratio (m /k m 2) is two to  th re e  t im es  higher  than  th e  global ratio.
(9) See  th e  communication Blue Growth opportun ities  fo r m arine  and m a ritim e  susta inab le  g row th  (h t t p : / /e c .e u ro p a .e u /  

ma r i t im eaffa irs /po l icy /b lue_grow th /docum ents /com _2012_494_en .pdf) .
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regional seas, from the icy Barents Sea in the north 
to the mild Macaronesian waters in the south. The 
cool and brackish Baltic Sea, the warm and salty 
Mediterranean Sea and further on, the Black Sea, 
which is characterised by its reduced salinity,
(Map 1.1, Table 1.1) extend deep into the continent.

In 2011, approximately 206.2 million people lived in 
the 378 EU coastal regions, representing 41 % of the 
total population of the European coastal countries 
(502.5 million). In almost all (96.7 %) coastal regions, 
most of the population live by the sea; population 
density at the coastline is much higher than in 
coastal regions as a whole (Eurostat, 2011).

The share of the national population living in a 
coastal area, as well as the population density, 
depends on many factors: historical trade routes,

economic development, climatic differences and 
geographical characteristics such as the accessibility 
and configuration of the coastline. Many coastal 
populations have increased, but some rural coastal 
regions have lost populations (see Map 1.2).

Several northern coastal areas have seen decreased 
population numbers due to migratory movements to 
the main cities, which in most cases are also found on 
the coasts. In the Mediterranean arc from Andalusia 
in Spain to Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur in France, 
the coastal population has increased between 10 % 
and 50 % in some municipalities. Ireland and the 
United Kingdom, as well as the Atlantic coast of 
France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Norway are 
also experiencing an increase in coastal population 
numbers, mainly due to the development of new 
infrastructures and residential areas.

Map 1.1 Seas surrounding Europe and their catchment areas

European se a s  and their
ca tch m en ts w ith co astlin e

■ Western Mediterranean Sea
Ionian Sea and the  Central
Mediterranean Sea

■ Aegean-Levantine Sea

Adriatic Sea

■ Macaronesia

Bay of Biscay and the
Iberian Coast

■ Celtic Seas

Greater North Sea (*)

■ Baltic Sea

■ Black Sea

Iceland Sea

■ Norwegian Sea

■ Barents Sea

■ White Sea

— Borders of European seas

Outside coverage

Note: (*) including th e  Kattegat and the  English Channel.

The seaw ard  boundary  in th e  North-East  Atlantic is se t  at  200 nautical  miles. It does  not reflect any claims concerning the  
Extended Cont inental  Shelf  nor is it in tended to p re -e m p t  any ongoing discussions within th e  United Nations Convention on 
th e  Law of th e  Sea (UNCLOS) on issues related to maritime boundaries.
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Table 1.1 European seas and their catchments: main figures

European  
s e a s  and their  

catch m en ts

Neighbouring  
EEA/collaborating  

coun tr ies (•)

Sea surface  
area (km 2)

Area of 
catch m ent 

(km 2)

EU part of
sea  (b) /  

catch m ent (°/o)

A verage  
and m ax. 
depth (e)

Sea vo lum e  
(km 3)

Baltic Sea SE, FI, EE, LT, LV PL, DE, 
DK

3 9 4  000 1 6 5 3  0 0 0 9 4 /7 4 5 3  m, 
4 5 9  m

20 8 0 0

N orth-East Atlantic UK, NO, DK, DE, NL, BE, SE, 
O cean (d) IE, FR, PT, ES

7 8 3 5  000 2 721 0 0 0 5 2 /6 1 1 9 5 0  m, 
5 9 0 0  m

13 7 1 4  350

Barents Sea NO, RU 1 944 000 706 000 0/4 730 m, 
4 160 m

752 630

Norwegian Sea NO 888 000 89 300 0/2 2 000 m, 
5 570 m

1 776 000

Iceland Sea IS 756 000 103 000 0/0 1 190 m, 
3 410 m

899 640

Celtic Seas UK, IE 920 000 185 000 100 /99 910 m, 
4 960 m

823 550

G reater North  
Sea Including the  
K attega t and the  
English Channel

DK, SE, NO, DE, BE, NL, FR, 
UK

670 000 966 000 75/81 8 5  m, 
1 010 m  (e)

5 7  970

Bay o f  B iscay and  
the Ibe rian  Coast

FR, PT, ES 804 000 661 000 100 /100 3 120 m, 
5  560 m

2 508 480

Macaronesia ES, PT 1 853 000 10 300 100 /100 3 500 m, 
5  900 m

6 881 000

M editerranean ES, FR, IT, S I, MT, HR, BA, 
ME, AL, EL, CY, TR

2 5 1 7  0 0 0  1 121 0 0 0  O 4 2 /7 2 1 5 5 0  m, 
5 120 m

2  3 7 7  700

W estern
M editerranean

FR, IT , ES, 846 000 429 000 78 /98 1 700 m, 
3 650 m

1 433 100

Ion ian  Sea 
and Centra l 
M editerranean Sea

IT , MT, EL 773 000 76 300 3 2 /98 1 610 m, 
5  120 m

1 165 640

A dria tic  Sea S I, IT , ME, AL, HR 140 000 242 000 4 6 /6 7 230 m, 
1 200 m

30 820

A egean-Levantine
Sea

EL, CY, TR 758 000 374 000 11/41 1 540 m, 
4 840 m

1 244 320

Black Sea BG, RO, TR 4 7 4  0 0 0  ( a ) 2  4 1 4  0 0 0 1 5 /2 6 1 2 7 0  m,
2 2 1 2  m

551 180

Sea of Marmara TR 11 700 39 290 (") 0/0 310 m, 
1370 m

3 660

Sea of Azov RU, UA 39 900 440 000 (') 0/0 7 m, 14 m 290

N otes: Bold en tr ies  indicate European s e a s  th a t  a re  identical to Marine S tra tegy  Framework Directive (MSFD) marine regions.
W here relevant, th e  sum  of th e  sub-regional  se a s  is also shown.

Italics a re  used to  indicate European se a s  th a t  a re  identical to MSFD marine sub-regions.

(a) AL: Albania; BA: Bosnia and Flerzegovina; BE: Belgium; BG Bulgaria; CY: Cyprus;  DK: Denmark; DE: Germany;
EE: Estonia; EL: Greece;  ES: Spain; FI: Finland; FR: France; FIR: Croatia; IE: Ireland; IT: Italy; LT: Lithuania; LV:
Latvia; ME: Montenegro; MT: Malta; NO: Norway; NL: Netherlands;  PL: Poland; PT: Portugal; RO: Romania; SE: Sweden; 
SI: Slovenia; TR: Turkey; UK: United Kingdom.

(b) The EU part of th e  sea is th e  combined national  w ate rs  of EU Member S ta te s ,  excluding th e  a re a s  of non-EU Member  
S ta te s ,  and it is used to  show w hat  p e rcen tage  of th e  sea is covered by EU legislation. Figures should only be considered  
indicative, since m any maritime boundar ies  a re  under  dispute.

(c) All dep ths  and sea volumes a re  based on data  from ETOPOl (Amante, C. and B. W. Eakins, ETOPOl 1 Arc-Minute 
Global Relief Model: Procedures, Data Sources and Analysis. NOAA Technical M emorandum NESDIS NGDC-24, 19 pp, 
March 2009 (see  h t tp : / /ngdc .noaa .gov /m gg /g loba l /g loba l .h tm l ).

(d) The North-East  Atlantic is m easu red  from th e  coast  to  200 nm. Fligh se a s  a re  excluded.

(e) Based upon EMODNET bathymetry.

(f) Ca tchm en t  data  from the  Africa and Middle East a re  incomplete.

(°) Including th e  surface  a rea  of th e  Sea of Marmara and th e  Sea of Azov.

(h) Smith et  al., 1995.

(¡) Balfoort, 1996.
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Introduction

Map 1.2 Population trends in European coastal regions, 2001-2012

Canary Is.

Population tren d s in 
European coasta l reg ion s, 
2 0 0 1 - 2 0 1 2

(%)

< -5  (High decrease) 

- 5  to 0 (Low decrease) 

0 to 5 (Low increase)

> 5 (High increase)

Outside coverage

Source: ETC/SIA, population data by coastal region (NUTS 3) from Eurostat.
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2 Marine and maritime sustainable 
growth

2.1 Economic drivers of coastal 
development

Coastal regions account for an estimated 40 % of 
the EU's GDP; the maritime economy represents 
between 3 % and 5 % of the EU's GDP (EC,
2008a) (10), or a yearly gross value of EUR 485 billion. 
Economic assets within 500 m of the coastline 
account for an estimated EUR 500 to 1 000 billion 
(Policy Research Corporation, 2011). It is estimated 
that a total of 5.4 million people are employed as a 
result of maritime economic activities alone.

Many maritime sectors are expected to grow 
substantially in the coming years and decades. The 
term 'Blue Growth' refers to the maritime dimension 
of the Europe 2020 strategy. Its aim is to create 
new job opportunities, and to allow the maritime 
economy to grow from the oceans, seas and coasts 
— smartly, sustainably and inclusively (Damanaki, 
2012). It targets a wide range of maritime and coastal 
activities (see Table 2.1).

EU industry accounts for a large part of the global 
value in shipping and transport (44 %), minerals 
and aggregates (49 %), marine tourism activities 
(48 %), and an overwhelming portion of maritime 
renewable energy (> 90 %) (EC, 2006; GWEC, 2012). 
European companies own 40 % of the world's 
shipping fleet and up to 90 % of the EU's foreign 
trade conducted by sea. Growth across maritime 
economic activities by 2020 is expected to have 
an added value of EUR 590 billion and to employ 
7 million people (EC, 2012a; ECORYS et al., 2012)
(see Table 2.2).

There are regional differences in the development 
of the maritime sectors. For example, the Baltic Sea 
region has become a major trade route for the export 
of Russian petroleum. It is estimated that about 2 000 
ships are at sea in the Baltic at any one time, while 
between 150 and 200 large oil tankers are harboured 
in 20 ports around the sea each day (HELCOM,

2010a). By 2017, freight transport is expected to 
have tripled, and oil transport is expected to have 
increased by 40 % (HELCOM, 2013).

In the North-East Atlantic, the maritime economy 
provides an estimated 1.8 % of gross domestic 
product (GDP) and 2.1 % of employment to the 
OSPAR area. Over a third of this value is generated 
by coastal tourism and shipping, whereas coastal 
tourism and fishing are the two largest employers. 
The fastest-growing industry in the North-East 
Atlantic waters and on its coasts has been the 
renewable energy sector (wind, wave and tidal 
energy production). Oil and gas pipelines cover 
significant areas in the Greater North Sea. The 
OSPAR region has an estimated 50 000 km of 
pipelines transporting oil and gas products from 
offshore wells to the shore (OSPAR, 2010).

The main maritime economic activities in the 
Mediterranean are fishing, transport and tourism 
(UNEP, 2012). Tourism has grown significantly in 
the last 20 years (CSIL Centre for Industrial Studies 
and Touring Servizi, 2008) due to increases of both 
regional and international tourists (UNEP/MAP-Plan 
Bleu, 2009). Fishing peaked in the 1980s, as authorities 
had practically no control over the practice: today, 
fishing grounds remain overexploited. At the same 
time, marine aquaculture in the Mediterranean Sea 
has undergone significant growth since the 1990s for 
species such as sea bass and sea bream, and has also 
witnessed the 'fattening up' of tuna (UNEP/MAP-Plan 
Bleu, 2009). Transport in the Mediterranean has also 
been growing steadily, with a significant rise of 50 % 
between 1997 and 2006, mainly due to increased flows 
of energy products, e.g. transit via the Suez Canal.

The Black Sea region countries have experienced 
significant socio-economic changes over the last 
20 years. Since 2000, individual wealth in the area 
has been growing unequally. The maritime economy 
of the Black Sea includes fishing, tourism and 
transport. Black Sea tourism is increasing, raising

(10) A definition of 'm ari t ime region' is not given in EC, 2008a.  As maritime w ea l th /econom y is genera ted  at  th e  coast  (or further  
inland),  th e  te rm  'coastal region' will be used instead in this report.
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Table 2.1 Main maritime sectors and related coastal activities

Activity Description Potential environm ental issu es
Bio-prospecting
(marine)

The exploration of biodiversity for 
commercially valuable genetic  and 
biochemical resources

Uncertain, possible low im pacts re lated  to 
s eab ed  life d is tu rbance  or bio-pollution

Coastal protection Engineering and beach nourishm en t for 
protection ag a ins t  flooding, erosion and 
sa l tw ate r  intrusions

Sand extraction, obstruction of sed im en t  
m o v em en t ,  aggravation of erosion in o the r  
s ites

Coastal tourism Beach tourism , diving, sailing, w a te r  and 
coastal sports

Plant and soil trampling, wildlife d is turbance , 
removal from n a tu re ,  littering

Cruise tourism Cruising in open sea ,  sho r t- te rm  m a ss  tourism 
in ports  of in terest

Discharges from cruise vesse ls  in sea  and at 
port, w aste ,  im pacts of navigation traffic

S eaw ate r
desalination

Production of freshw ater  suitable for hum an 
consum ption or irrigation

Marine life mortality a t  s ea w a te r  intake, 
im pacts of brine outflow

Fisheries Capture  fisheries in EU marine w ate rs Overfishing, disruption of marine food chains, 
s eab ed  d is tu rbance , pollution from processing 
plants, marine litter

Marine aquacultu re S a ltw ater  aquacultu re  production (finfish and 
shellfish)

Fishmeal consum ption (low trophic-level fish), 
w a te r  pollution, e scap es  of alien species, 
w a te r  filtration (by shellfish)

Maritime heritage 
protection

Wrecks, sub m erged  archaeology sites, 
decom m issioned  forts

No known impacts , excep t restrictions on 
economic use of marit ime space

Maritime industries Civil and naval shipbuilding, ship repair and 
conversion, ship scrapping, construction of 
offshore platforms

Industrial pollution from shipyard operations

Maritime safety  and 
security

Coastal safe ty  installations, surveillance and 
reconna issance  activities, military training

Area requ irem en ts  (navigation signs and 
shooting ranges) ,  underw a te r  (sonar) noise, 
w ar legacy (e.g . amm unition  dum ps)

Maritime transport Cargo handling, d eep -sea  and shor t-sea  
shipping, ferry services, ocean tow age, 
o nshore  s to rage ,  supply boats

Air, noise and w a te r  pollution, oil d ischarges 
(operational and from accidents) ,  port 
activit ies, introduction of alien species, 
d redging, litter

Maritime works 
(dredging and 
sea-floor mining)

Dredging of sand ,  gravel (m arine  ag g reg a tes )  
and  minerals, dumping of d redged  materials , 
sand  tran sp o r t

D am age  to specific seabed  habita ts  
(i.e. a ssocia ted  with a g g re g a te  deposits) ,  
s eab ed  sm othering  by dredging /dum ping

Nature conservation Enforcem ent of designation regime and  use 
restrictions, restoration and  visitor activities

Limited access ,  maintaining th e  health 
of natural a rea s ,  negligible impact from 
restoration activit ies or ecotourism

Offshore industrial 
and fossil energy  
activities

Oil and gas  exploration and production, 
carbon cap tu re  and s to rage  (CCS)

Installation and decommissioning of oil and 
g as  platforms, leaks from drilling works and 
operation of platforms

Pipelines and cables Energy t ransport ,  oil and gas  t ransporta tion , 
te lecom  (fibre optic cables),  liquefied natural 
gas  (LNG) term inals

S eab ed  occupation (h igh-density  ho tspo ts) ,  
land requ irem en ts  for transm ission  facilities, 
installation works

Recreational boating 
and fishing

Leisure navigation, boat chartering and 
renting, m arinas,  fishing equ ipm ent,  licensing 
(links to coastal tourism )

Wildlife d is tu rbance , ex h au s ts  from outboard  
engines ,  marine litter

Renewable ene rgy  Wind, wave and tidal energy  Claims to land and  sea  a rea s ,  installation
works (including noise), visual seascap e  
im pact, refuge zone for marine organ ism s

concerns about environmental damage to the area 
and its effects on industry (BSC, 2008a). Most tourists 
come from within the region, and it is estimated 
that about 4 million visitors come to the Black Sea 
coastline each summer (BSC, 2008b). The fishing 
industry has shifted significantly since the 1970s due

to overfishing as well as the introduction of alien 
species, eutrophication and habitat change/damage. 
The economic importance of fishing in the area 
remains high, while marine aquaculture remains less 
developed than in other European marine regions 
(BSC, 2008a).
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Overall, the European maritime economy is in a 
general state of growth and development. Table 2.2 
presents the activities' development stages: 
introduction, development, growth or saturation. 
Only fisheries appear to be in general decline.

employment opportunities, maritime industries are 
also responsible for a wide range of environmental 
pressures and impacts on marine ecosystems, 
as well as potentially causing conflicts between 
stakeholders.

Marine ecosystems offer a wealth of economic 
benefits, due to the many resources and ecosystem 
services that they provide. Apart from growth and

Spatial interactions (allocation) play a pivotal role in 
the tensions between maritime industries; they call for 
a coordinated transboundary management approach.

Table 2.2 Maritime economic activities by development stage based on size, recent trend 
and estimated potential ( a)

Maritime econom ic activity Size today
(billion

EUR)

Recent Estimated 
trends future 

potential

Comment (b)

Mature stage
S hort-sea  shipping 57 5.8 % 2 100 %  growth by 2050 

(Tetraplan et al., 2009)

Offshore oil and gas 1 0 7 -1 3 3 -  4 .8  % 1 Globally only 20 % of exploitable oil 
and gas have been exploited

Coastal tourism  and yachting 144 3 -5  % 4 No data

Coastal protection 1 -5 .4 4 .0  % 6 No data

Fisheries

Landings/production

4 .8  O -  25 %  since 1993 (d)

Annual growth since 
mid-1990s

Only 13 % of European fish stocks are 
fished a t  m axim um  sus ta inab le  yield 
(MSY). Many stocks are  not a sse sse d

Fishing fleet capacity -  2 %

Employment -  4  to -  5 %

Growth stage
Offshore wind 2.4 21.7 % 6 By 2030, industry 's  contribution 

EU GDP increases fivefold, and 
em ploym ent by factor of th ree  
(EWEA, 2012)

Cruise tourism 14.1 12.3 % 5 Recently, above 10 %  annually  in the  
Baltic Sea  Region (Cruise Baltic, 2013)

Marine aquatic  products 0.5 4 .6  % 4 Aquaculture in m any  countr ies is 
s tagnating

Maritime monitoring and 
surveillance

5 .6 -1 0 Growth
expected

5 No data

D evelopm ent stage
Blue biotechnology 0.8 4 .6  % 5 4 - 1 2  % (ESF, 2010)

Ocean renew able energy  
(non-wind)

0.25 Growth
expected

5 No data

Marine minerals mining 0.25 Growth
expected

4 No data

N otes: (a) trend refers  to average  annual  GDP growth over last 5 available years ,  potential  ranking from 1 to 6, with 6 being the
highest,  2008 or la test available year.

(b) Expected growth is based on predictions from various sources ,  and should only be considered an indication of an 
expected  trend.

(c) The total income of th e  entire  EU fishing fleet in 2008,  for Member S ta te s  tha t  did report  da ta  (excluding Spain, Greece, 
and Ireland).

(d) EU-28 plus Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iceland, Montenegro, Norway and Turkey.

Source: Table modified from ECORYS et  al., 2012.
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For example, such an approach would be necessary 
to accommodate competition for maritime space 
between passenger femes, fisheries and offshore wind 
farms as well as marine protected areas.

2.2 Maritime activities and
sustainability challenges at the 
coast

The pressures and impacts on marine and coastal 
ecosystems arise from economic activities on 
the coast and adjacent seas (Section 2.1). These 
sustainability challenges offer an opportunity for 
innovative growth: altered hydromorphology 
requiring restoration of modified water bodies, 
land use changes calling for effective protection of 
sensitive terrestrial and freshwater habitats at the 
coast, invasive alien species that must be contained 
to avoid disruption to local food-webs, diffuse 
and point source pollution of nutrients requiring 
efficient land-based measures to prevent reduced 
aquatic oxygen conditions, long-term management 
of hazardous substances to limit their build-up in

organisms to dangerous levels, and proper waste 
recycling incentives to minimise marine litter (debris) 
with its multiple adverse effects on marine life.

2.2.2 Hydromorphological changes

Human activities have changed the morphology 
and hydrology of water bodies, and have modified 
the natural flow regime and structure of surface 
waters and related habitats. These pressures 
affect aquatic fauna and flora, and, depending on 
scale, significantly impact water status locally or 
regionally (see Figure 2.1).

Hydromorphological pressures and altered habitats 
constitute the most commonly occurring pressure, 
and they impact transitional water bodies in 
particular. In coastal waters, hydromorphological 
pressures and impacts are reported for a low 
proportion of classified water bodies.

Offshore maritime activities add a significant 
pressure and impact especially on benthic habitats

Figure 2.1 Proportion of water bodies affected by hydromorphological pressures for
transitional and coastal water bodies by marine regions: a) transitional waters, 
and b) coastal waters

a) Transitional waters :  proportion of w a te r  bodies 
affected by hydromorphological p ressu res

b) Coastal  waters:  proportion of w a te r  bodies affected by 
hydromorphological p ressu res
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and sea-floor integrity. Fisheries cause physical 
damage to large areas of the sea floor, e.g. through 
abrasion or selective extraction of benthic organisms. 
For example, in the German North Sea, some areas 
(3x3  nautical miles) have been annually fished with 
up to 150 to 400 hours of large beam trawling, even 
inside marine protected areas such as Natura 2000 
sites (Figure 2.2).

In some marine regions such as the Mediterranean, 
unsustainable fishing practices like trawling 
that impact sensitive seagrass (Posidonia) beds 
and deep-sea corals pose a serious problem. In 
the Greater North Sea, large areas of the benthic 
habitats are affected by trawling or dredging and 
the increasing exploitation of sand and gravel for 
construction and beach nourishment. Important 
changes in river discharges (as a result of climate 
change, water storage and sediment trapping in 
reservoirs and canalisation of natural water courses) 
also impact upon coastal processes.

2.2.2 Loss o f  habitats and species

A serious consequence of habitat degradation, 
hydromorphological changes and some other 
environmental pressures is the loss of species or 
'ecological extinctions' of local populations from 
complex ecosystems. A number of key European 
coastal habitats and species are at risk. The problem 
is highlighted by the low percentage of coastal 
and marine habitats and species with favourable 
conservation status (u) (Table 2.3; see also Map 3.1).

Overall, the current pattern of European coastal 
biodiversity suggests an accelerating fragmentation 
and loss of habitats, species, and coastal ecosystem 
services. Changing this pattern is a major challenge: 
we must acknowledge the trade-offs between 
short-term overexploitation and long-term 
maintenance of services, while meeting the dual 
political ambitions of environmental sustainability 
and economic growth (see Box 2.1).

Figure 2.2 Sites of planned and approved wind farms in German North Sea exclusive
economic zone (EEZ); fishing effort by large beam trawlers; Natura 2000 marine 
protected areas

Natura 2000

Planned and approved wind farm s

Large beam  trawling 
Effort (hours)

□  300 to 433 
Q  150 to 300
□  50 to 150 

5 to 50
0 to 5

Í11) Favourable conservation s t a tu s  of hab i ta ts  requires tha t  natural range and area are  stable  or increasing,  and s t ructure  and functions 
necessary  for long- te rm m ain tenance  are  likely to continue to  exist in the  future;  likewise for species  a s  defined by th e  Habitats 
Directive.
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Table 2.3 Pattern of change for selected habitats, functional groups and populations in 
European coastal ecosystem s

Feature Status or indication of trends Reference

Marine habita ts 10 %  of a s s e s s m e n ts  of marine h ab ita ts  are  favourable EEA, 2010a

Posidonia oceanica 5 %  decline per year Duarte e t  al., 2009

Marine species 3 %  a re  in favourable conservation s ta tu s EEA, 2010a

Inver teb ra te s  and 
m am m als

Nearly 70 %  of a s s e s s m e n ts  for m am m als  and  inver teb ra tes  in 
marine en v ironm ents  are  'unknown' EEA, 2010a

Benthic inver tebra tes 22 %  reduction in n u m b er  of species on certain localities in th e  
Kattegat over 10 y ears Æ rteb jerg  e t  al., 2003

Fish At leas t 50 %  are  in unfavourable conservation s ta tu s EEA, 2010a

European eel Current recru itm en t 1 -7  % of 1 9 6 0 -1 9 7 9  levels ICES, 2012a

Cod Current total stock b iom ass in th e  Kattegat is a t  approximately  
5.6 % , com pared  to levels in 1971 ICES, 2012b

Coastal habita ts 7 %  of a s s e s s m e n ts  for coastal hab ita ts  a re  favourable EEA, 2010a

Coastal species 13 %  of a s s e s s m e n ts  of coastal species a re  favourable EEA, 2010a

Butterflies 71 %  of butterfly species have experienced a decline and 3.4 % 
have becom e extinct in th e  United Kingdom over th e  last 20 years  
(not only coastal)

T hom as et al., 2004

Native plants 28 %  of native plants in the  United Kingdom experienced a decline, _. . . ___ .._ , . . . .. a r  ' T hom as et al., 2004 over 40 y ea rs  (not only coastal) '

Box 2.1 Seagrass m eadow s act a s  biodiversity hotspots and offer coastal protection

S eag ra s s  m eadow s are  th e  natural dom inan t e c osys tem s  of photic sand y  se a b e d s  th ro ug ho u t  Europe; they  
fulfil im portan t trophic and structural functions owing to  their  high productivity. In northern  s ea s  th e  m eadow s 
a re  dom inated  by Zostera m arina, and in th e  M editerranean by Posidonia oceanica. They provide a range of 
ecosy s tem  services: regulating services include s to rm  protection, erosion control,  carbon seques tra t ion  and 
suppor t ,  while provisioning services include spawning or feeding grounds  for inver tebra tes  and species. It has 
been es t im a ted  th a t  M editerranean P. oceanica m eadow s bury som e  2 m eg a to n n es  C y e a r 1, host m ore than 
400  plant species and th o u san d s  of animal species and  deliver substantia l am o u n ts  of sand to coastal dune 
sy s te m s  th rough  material deposi ted  on th e  beach af te r  heavy s to rm s  (B oudouresque e t  al., 2009; Duarte, Nixon 
e t  al., 2009).

The main th r e a ts  affecting long-term  viability of P. oceanica m eadow s a re  th e  cumulative effects from w ater  
pollution, construction of coastal infrastructures,  fishing, shipping, invasive species,  chang es  in w a te r  curren ts  
and increased s to rm  su rges  (EEA, 2010b).  The reporting carried ou t under  th e  Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) 
su g g es ts  th a t  th e  conservation s ta tu s  of P. oceanica  is un favourab le / inadequa te  in the  M editerranean (ETC/BD, 
2009).

The rate of decline of P. oceanica m eadow s in the  M editerranean is currently  5 %  per  y ea r  — this places th em  
am ong  the  m os t th r e a te n e d  marine eco sy s tem s on the  planet. Recovery can, due  to slow growth and colonisation 
of P. oceanica, take  several h undreds  of years .  A circular clone requires 100 y ea rs  to a ttain  a d iam ete r  of 8 m.
A clone found in Form entera  covering several square  kilometres w as es t im a ted  to  be 80 000 to 200 000 years  old 
(Duarte ,  Nixon, e t  al., 2009).

Distribution of Z. m arina  in the  Baltic Sea  region is also under  decline. In th e  1990s, th e  cover in Limfjorden, at 
th e  en trance  of the  Baltic Sea ,  w as only a t  be tw een  20 % and  25 % of th e  cover in 1900, due  particularly to the  
loss of m eadow s in d e e p e r  w a te rs  (Æ rtebjerg e t  al., 2003).  The decline has  been linked to chan ges  in energy  
input (light), physical d is tu rbance  ( increased wave action and e x trem e  te m p e ra tu re s ) ,  chemical d is turbance  
(anoxia and sulphide) and biological d is tu rbance  (wasting d isease) ,  associa ted  with eutrophication (Æ rtebjerg 
e t  al., 2003) and climatic change  (Duarte ,  Nixon e t  al., 2009).
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European coastal land cover change is similar to 
the change across Europe — the sprawl of artificial 
areas is the dominant driver of the coastal zones 
development, mostly at the expense of former 
agricultural land and related coastal habitats 
(Figure 2.3).

According to the most recent Europe-wide land 
data (12) (2000-2006), 1 347 km2 of new urbanised 
areas have been developed in Europe's coastal zone. 
The annual rate of urban sprawl (0.66 %) was higher 
than the European average (0.52 %). The land take 
was driven mostly by residential sprawl. Other main 
drivers of urban development were commercial/ 
industrial sites and sports/leisure areas.

More recent data from the European Earth 
Observation programme Copernicus allows 
analysis of impervious areas (13) across Europe's' 
coastal zones (see Figure 2.4). In 2009, a total of

20 434 km2 was m apped as impervious (2.95 % 
of coastal zones area in 29 European coastal 
countries). The 2006-2009 change showed a 4.9 % 
increase of such areas, although the situation 
varied across countries.

All types of natural or semi-natural land cover have 
decreased in the 2000s. Specific coastal habitats 
include the intertidal flats, of which there were 
approximately 12 000 km2 in 2006, coastal lagoons 
(almost 4 400 km2), beaches, dunes and sand plains 
(3 700 km2), and salt marshes (3 000 km2).

The majority of countries have experienced a 
decrease in coastal wetland areas; wetland coverage 
only increased in a few areas in northern Scotland, 
Estonia and Denmark. The reduction of wetlands 
has been mainly driven by afforestation, conversion 
to agricultural lands and water bodies (see 
Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.3 Land cover 2006 (left), and net change in land cover 2000 -2006  (right) in coastal 
zones of 22 coastal countries
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Source: EEA; ETC/SIA, based  on Corine Land Cover (2006).

(12) An update  of coastal land cover t r en d s  ( 2 0 0 6 -2 0 1 2 )  is expected  by 2015.
(13) A high-resolution im perviousness data  se t  provides a spatia l distr ibution of all artificially sealed a reas ,  including th e  level of 

sealing of th e  soil per  area  unit. The level of sealed soil is produced using an au tom atic  derivation algorithm based on a calibrated 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). More information is available from h t tp : / / la n d .co p e rn icu s .eu /p an -eu ro p e an /h ig h -  
resolut ion-layers / imperviousness .
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Figure 2.4 Increase of impervious surfaces in coastal zones (0 -1 0  km), 2006-2009
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2.2.3 Non-indigenous species

European seas have been reported to harbour 
1 369 marine alien species (MAS) (Katsanevakis 
et al., 2013). They are primarily invertebrates 
(873 — mostly crustaceans and molluscs),

followed by primary producers (326 — plants and 
microorganisms), and vertebrates (161 — mostly 
fish). The rate of introductions is increasing 
continually: almost 300 new species have been 
reported since 2000. The Mediterranean Sea has 
the largest share in alien species introductions,
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Figure 2.5 Main trends in Europe's coastal 
wetland and water area, 
2000-2006
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Source: EEA; ETC/SIA, based  on Corine Land Cover (2006).

totalling more than 1 000 species since the 1950s — 
on average, a new alien species is introduced in this 
region eveiy 10 days.

The primary pathways of MAS introductions in 
European seas are shipping, marine and inland 
corridors, aquaculture and aquarium trade.
A more stringent EU legal framework has reduced 
introductions via aquaculture activities.

Alien species that have negative impacts on 
biodiversity, socio-economy or human health 
are considered invasive (CBD, 2002). There are 
well-documented cases of invasive species taking 
advantage of degraded ecosystems that had been 
weakened by overexploitation like excessive 
fisheries (e.g. the invasive comb jellyfish Mnemiopsis 
leidyi or gastropod Rapana venosa in the Black Sea).

Some positive impacts are also possible, through the 
creation of new economic activities (e.g. in fisheries 
and aquaculture), the improvement of aesthetic 
values, and increased employment in invasive MAS 
management projects and programmes (Bax et al.,
2003).

Although invasive species can impact their 
surroundings significantly, there are not enough 
data in Europe for a full assessment. Available 
examples show that impacts can be serious.
Growing populations, trade and tourism have 
increased opportunities for the establishment and 
spread of invasive species (Bax et al., 2003). While

it is very difficult to predict which species may 
become problematic, policy and management 
should focus on precautionary measures and 
prevent introductions of species that might harm 
native ecosystems.

2.2.4 Eutrophication, harmful algal blooms and 
oxygen deficiency

Eutrophication resulting from nutrient enrichment 
has been recognised for many years as one of 
the main pressures acting upon the marine 
environment; it remains a threat for marine 
biodiversity in European coastal waters. It is 
caused by hum an exploitation, e.g. excessive 
use of fertilisers by agriculture or insufficiently 
treated wastewater. The excessive loading of 
soluble nitrogen and phosphorus compounds is 
particularly relevant here, but in some cases, so 
is the ratio of these two key nutrients in aquatic 
ecosystems.

Regardless of the cause, eutrophication increases 
algal growth in the water column as well as 
on the sea floor, and can lead to an ecosystem 
shift. Ecosystems dominated by benthic primary 
production can become dominated by pelagic 
planktonic production characterised by offshore 
algae blooms (see Photo 2.1).

The key effects of eutrophication include the 
development of harmful algae blooms (red/brown/ 
green tides) that can release toxins and cause local 
fish and shellfish poisoning, and development of 
reduced dissolved oxygen levels (hypoxia and 
even anoxia) due to depletion of oxygen by algae 
decomposition. This can lead to fish kills, seagrass 
loss and loss of communities of long-lived benthic 
invertebrates (see Box 2.2).

Pollution is reported as a pressure affecting 80 % 
of the coastal water bodies in Baltic Sea and more 
than half of the water bodies in the Greater North 
Sea. In general, transitional waters experience more 
pollution pressures and water quality impacts than 
coastal waters. This is the case for pressures from 
diffuse sources and for point sources, indicating 
that water quality issues persist in many estuaries 
throughout Europe (see Figure 2.6).

In spite of measures to reduce nutrient 
concentrations in European seas, 85 % of 
measurement stations show no change in 
nitrogen concentrations, 80 % show no change in 
phosphorous concentrations, and 89 % show no 
change in chlorophyll-a concentrations. Winter
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Photo 2.1 Pelagic algal bloom in th e  central  Baltic Sea 

©  European S pace  Agency, July 2010

nitrogen oxide concentrations have dropped 
significantly at 21 % of 268 stations in the Baltic 
Sea and at 8 % of stations in the North Sea. Little 
improvement is seen in other seas.

The effects from eutrophication can be aggravated 
by synergistic effects from other human activities. 
For example, human exploitation of benthic 
suspension feeders (e.g. molluscs) can also enhance 
the effects of eutrophication — sometimes, it even 
predates eutrophication. A removal of species 
such as oysters or blue mussels lowers the overall 
resilience of the ecosystem to land-based nutrient 
enrichment (Jackson et al., 2001). Similarly, 
introduction of suspension feeders such as clams can 
reverse this process (Petersen et al., 2008).

The existence of ecological tipping points and 
hysteresis has been documented for its response 
to nutrient abatement (Duarte, Conley et al., 2009). 
Importantly, the findings showed that the studied 
ecosystems failed to return to reference status upon 
nutrient reduction.

Understanding ecosystem response to such multiple 
shifting baselines will be essential for identifying 
targets for management response. Ecosystem 
response thresholds have been also studied in the 
context of marine regime shifts that are characterised 
by various drivers, scales and potential for 
management action (deYoung et al., 2008; Petersen 
et al., 2008). Dangerous levels of nutrient enrichment 
and resulting eutrophication may lead to systemic

Box 2.2 Benthic invertebrates under multiple pressures in coastal ecosystem s

Benthic inver tebra tes  deliver a range  of supporting , regulating and provisioning ecosys tem  services for coastal 
and m arine ecosys tem s .  For exam ple, they  help filter large w a te r  m as se s  and also mix m uddy sed im en ts ,  thereby  
enhancing aerobic decomposit ion of organic m a t te r  and  the  nitrification-de-nitrification processes .  They thus  
play a vital role in nu tr ient recycling. They are  also an im portan t food source for higher trophic levels including 
hum ans .  Benthic inver tebra tes  a re  found in ab un dan ce  th ro u gh ou t  European es tua r ie s  and coastal bays as  well as 
fu r ther  offshore.

Benthic inver tebra tes  are  under  p ressu re  from multiple s t resso rs .  These include effects from eutrophication, 
hazardous  su b s tan ces ,  and indirect and direct physical dis turbance . Eutrophication-induced hypoxia in particular 
led to m ass  mortality and m ajor  ch an ges  in comm unity  s truc ture  affecting sem i-enc losed s ea s  such as  th e  Baltic 
Sea  and th e  Black Sea . Globally, th e  a rea  of dead zones owing to hypoxia has  doubled every  decade  since 1960s 
(Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008).

Eutrophication and organic enrichment can genera te  increased biomass and higher abundances  in food-limited 
communities. However, sensitive and large-sized species do not tolerate such changes; they  will be outcom peted 
by smaller and more tolerant species, resulting in loss of biomass and diversity. At even higher enrichment levels, 
hypoxia, anoxia and released toxic hydrogen sulphide will eventually kill m ost benthic invertebrates (HELCOM, 2009).

During 2002, a hypoxia even t  covering 3 400  km 2 w as observed  in th e  Kattegat. It w as es t im a ted  th a t  
371 000 to n n es  of benthic inver tebra tes  w ere  killed, from mainly offshore sandy  to m uddy h ab ita ts  (Hansen e t  al.,
2004).  Over a 10-year  period, a loss of 50 species (from 230 to 180 species)  occurred a t  localities in the  area  
(Æ rtebjerg  e t  al., 2003).  Losses of such m agnitude  are  severely  disrupting the  food w eb  and overall productivity 
of benthic invertebra tes .  It has  been shown th a t  introduction of suspension-feed ing  clams, Mya arenaria, can 
lead to regime shifts in coastal ecosys tem s ,  moving production of organic m a t te r  from the  pelagic tu rnover  to 
benthic-pelagic coupling. This has resulted  in increased w ate r  tran sp a re n c y  and  plant cover (Petersen  e t  al.,
2008).

Shallow sandb ank s ,  intertidal mudflats  and m uddy hab ita ts  found within coastal lagoons, es tua r ie s  and shallow 
inlets and bays are  p rotected  by th e  Habitats Directive. No offshore deep  m uddy or san dy  hab ita ts  are  protected 
by th e  directive.
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Figure 2.6 Proportion of water bodies affected by pollution pressures for transitional and 
coastal water bodies by marine regions: a) transitional waters, and b) coastal 
waters

a) Transitional waters:  proportion of w ate r  bodies affected by 
pollution p ressu res

b) Coastal  w aters :  proportion of w ate r  bodies affected by 
pollution p ressu res
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threats and even regime shifts affecting marine 
and coastal ecosystems, particularly in shallow and 
transitional sea compartments, and when combined 
with other drivers such as fishing and climate-ocean 
circulation conditions that do not favour water 
circulation (see also Box 3.1 on synergistic effects).

2.2.5 Hazardous substances

The number of hazardous substances found in 
transitional, coastal and marine waters is large and 
is increasing, but few substances are monitored 
systematically. Emissions of hazardous substances 
arise from a wide range of land-based and maritime 
sources, including agriculture and aquaculture, 
industry, oil exploration and mining, transport, 
shipping and waste disposal, as well as from 
domestic sources.

Chemical status for more than 4 000 transitional and 
coastal water bodies has been reported across 16 and 
21 Member States, respectively (EEA, 2012a). Poor

chemical status is reported in 10 % of transitional 
and 4 % of coastal water bodies, while good status is 
achieved in 35 % and 51 %, respectively. Unknown 
status is reported for 55 % of transitional and 46 % of 
coastal water bodies (see Map 2.1).

Transitional and coastal waters with the poorest 
chemical quality across Europe are typically subject 
to pollution from a range of individual pollutants 
that reflect a diverse range of sources. Coastal 
waters related to the Seine in France, for example, 
report heavy metals, pesticides and poly cyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) to be an issue, while 
in the Belgian Schelde, 12 chemicals including 
mercury, pesticides, PAHs, Tributyltin (TBT) and 
the industrial chemical nonylphenol are all a cause 
of poor status. Similarly, the Romanian coastal part 
of the Danube RBD is polluted by heavy metals 
(cadmium, lead and nickel), a range of PAHs and 
some pesticides. Six Member States report their 
coastal waters to be in 100 % good status, although 
in five others (Belgium (Flanders), Denmark, the 
Netherlands, Romania and Sweden), poor status
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Map 2.1 Share of water bodies not
achieving good chemical status 
of transitional and coastal waters 
per river basin district (RBD)

Note: Surface w a te r  bodies holding unknown s ta tu s  a re  not
included in calculating p e rcen tage  of poor chemical 
s ta tus .

Source: EEA, 2012a.

exceeds 90 % of those water bodies with a known 
chemical status (EEA, 2012a).

Hazardous substances can interact with different 
ecosystem components, and have detrimental 
effects on biota at molecular, cellular, tissue and 
organ levels. Substances with endocrine-disrupting 
properties have been shown to impair reproduction 
in fish such as the eelpout (Zoarces viviparous) and 
shellfish in Europe, raising concerns for fertility and 
for population survival. In some polluted areas, 
malformed larvae are found in more than 80 % of 
eelpout broods (HELCOM, 2010b) (see Photo 2.2). 
Organochlorines influence birds and marine 
mammals, and metals and pesticides are toxic to 
biota.

Accumulation of dioxins (a family of highly stable 
and toxic persistent organic pollutants (POPs)) 
along the marine food web has been demonstrated

in the Baltic Sea (HELCOM, 2004). While the 
concentrations have significantly decreased since 
peaking in the 1970s, dioxin accumulation in 
seabed sediments and in some fatty fish such as 
wild salmon and herring is still cause for concern 
(Naturvârdsverket, 2013).

2.2.6 Marine litter

Marine litter is any manufactured or processed solid 
material that is disposed of, or abandoned, in the 
marine or coastal environment (UNEP, 2005). This is 
a growing environmental issue, global in scale and 
intergenerational in impact due to its pervasiveness 
in the marine environment (EC, 2012b). The EU's 
MSFD is a key element in Europe's actions to 
address marine litter: its Descriptor 10 of the 'Good 
Environmental Status' overarching objective relates 
directly to marine litter.

Marine litter includes plastics and derivatives (up to 
80 % of total litter), metals, glass, concrete and other 
construction materials, paper and cardboard, rope, 
textiles, timber and hazardous materials; it ranges 
in size from large items (debris) to highly hazardous 
microplastics. Marine litter can be found floating, 
on the sea floor and on the coastlines above sea level 
(Photo 2.3). It is estimated that 15 % of marine debris 
floats on the sea surface, 15 % remains in the water 
column and 70 % rests on the seabed (UNEP, 2005). 
Apart from the adverse impacts on marine life, it is 
an increasing risk to human health and safety and 
an increasing cost to society and sectors.

The most important and direct environmental 
impacts are ingestion and entanglement of 
marine species and seabirds. However, evidence

Photo 2 .2  The eelpout fish (Z. viv iparous) show s abnormal
deve lopm ent  of em bryos  and larvae due to chronic 
exposure  to con tam inan ts

©  Jakob Strand,  DCE

Percent o f  c lassified  su rface w ater  bod ies w ith failure  
to  a ch iev e  good  chem ical s ta tu s  for transitional and 
coasta l w a ters
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Photo 2 .3  Beach litter is a growing problem on coastlines 

©  Ryan Metcalfe

is accumulating on the importance of other, less 
well-known impacts of marine litter. By providing a 
surface for species to attach to, floating or deposited 
items can assist in alien species invasions (Barnes, 
2002). Also, since plastics make up the main category 
of litter on the oceans by far, they may act as a vector 
for transferring toxic chemicals to the food chain and 
potentially cause toxic, carcinogenic and hormone 
disrupting effects with mostly unknown long-term 
effects (Thompson et al., 2009).

Marine litter can cause serious economic losses, 
either due to direct costs or loss of income (UNEP, 
2009; Mouat et al., 2010). Those most seriously 
affected are coastal communities (e.g. increased 
expenditures for beach cleaning, public health 
and waste disposal), tourism (e.g. loss of income, 
bad publicity), shipping (e.g. costs associated with 
fouled propellers, damaged engines, litter removal 
and waste management in harbours), fishing 
(e.g. reduced and lost catches, damaged nets and

Box 2.3 Scientific evidence on plastic marine litter in marine environm ents

According to a 2013 report, a growing n um b er  of stud ies  show th a t  marine o rgan ism s a t  all levels of th e  food web 
ingest plastics and micro-plastics (IMSA A m sterdam , 2013).  Plastics and micro-plastics a re  th u s  enter ing  the  food 
chain. In th e  English Channel, 30 % off ish  contain plastic contam ination  (Lusher e t  al., 2013) and each gram  of 
North Sea  m usse ls  contains one microplastics particle (Van C auw enberghe  e t  al., 2012).  A total of 80 % of marine
litter is land-based  (SWD(2012) 365 final), and river litter could be an im portan t source.

Recent m easu re m en ts  in the  Meuse river sugges t  th a t  15 000 items can be transported  per hour (Tweehuysen, 
2013). Sew age effluents are  ano ther  source of microplastics. Dutch effluent contains between 10 and 20 particles 
per litre of effluent (Leslie e t  al., 2011). The University of Gent reports  300 microplastic particles/kg of sedim ent 
in the  North Sea seabed . Average concentration of 64 plastic particles per litre (with high variability) is reported 
in the  w ate rs  of the  Jade  Bay, an inshore basin off the  coast of G ermany in the  Southern  North Sea (Dubaish and 
Liebezeit, 2013).

The am o u n t  of m arine w aste  on th e  seab ed  in th e  Arctic Ocean has doubled from 1 % to 2 %  of the  surface
covered, since 2002 (B ergm ann and  Klages, 2012).
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other fishing gear, fouled propellers, contamination), 
fish farming and coastal agriculture (UNEP, 2009).

The effect of marine litter in the marine and coastal 
socio-ecological system is expected to become a 
more prominent issue in the future: marine litter 
concentrations in the marine environment appear 
to be on the increase continuously, and the negative 
effects of microplastics are better understood 
(EC, 2013a). However, systematic collection of 
marine litter data is still in its formative stage, 
restricting assessment of marine litter at EU and 
regional level.

A recent study has placed the fight against plastic 
marine litter in an overall framework; it also 
reviews the available related scientific literature 
(see Box 2.3).

2.3 Maritime spatial planning (MSP)

Many of the challenges and opportunities 
presented in Chapter 2 have a strong spatial 
component. There is direct competition for space 
in activities such as the protection of particular 
habitats, mariculture, harbours or the exploitation 
of energy resources. Indirect competition for 
space is also important in many European coastal 
regions, and it arises when pollution excludes 
tourism or recreational use, or causes deterioration 
of habitats, for instance.

Maritime spatial planning (MSP) has been 
introduced as an approach to deal with and manage 
spatial interactions of maritime activities. Many 
countries have adopted different variants of the 
concept (EC, 2008b).

The expected benefits of MSP are (w):

• a reduction of conflicts between sectors, and the 
creation of synergies between different activities;

• the encouragement of investments through 
greater predictability, transparency and clearer 
rules;

• inci eased coordination between administrations 
in countries;

• in ciea sed cross-border cooperation on 
infrastructures such as cables, pipelines, 
shipping lanes and wind installations;

• improved protection of the environment through 
early identification of impacts and opportunities 
for multiple use of space.

MSP has borrowed the basic idea to use planning as 
a tool to manage potential and actual competition 
for space from land use planning. MSP differs, 
however, from land use planning in several 
important respects.

First, ownership is relatively less important in 
the maritime context than in terrestrial systems. 
Instead, different temporary rights and concessions 
determine who is allowed to use maritime space, as 
well as the conditions of use.

Second, maritime planning operates within three 
dimensions, addressing activities on the seabed, 
in the water column and on the surface, allowing 
for some, and otherwise incompatible, activities to 
coexist.

Third, the temporal distribution of activities can 
allow incompatible activities such as fisheries and 
shipping to utilise the same space sequentially.

Fourth, physical and ecological conditions vaiy 
significantly in marine systems: the migratory 
patterns of fish stocks or birds vaiy from year to 
year, and weather conditions affect many activities. 
This requires flexibility in the use of space as well as 
robust structures that are able to withstand extreme 
weather events.

The special characteristics of the marine 
environment influence the way maritime planning 
can be meaningfully implemented. The principles of 
MSP include the following (EC, 2008b):

• using MSP according to area and type of 
activity;

• defining objectives to guide MSP;

• developing MSP in a transparent manner;

• stakeholder participation;

• improved coordination within countries — 
simplifying decision processes;

• ensuring the legal effect of national MSP;

• cross-border cooperation and consultation;

(14) See  h t tp : / /e c .eu ro p a .eu /m ari t im eaf fa ir s /po l icy /m ar i t im e_spa t ia l_p lann ing / index_en .h tm .
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• incorporating monitoring and evaluation in the 
planning process;

• achieving coherence between terrestrial and 
MSP — relation with ICZM;

• a strong data and knowledge base.

The need for MSP is particularly evident in the case 
of managing emerging activities, such as marine 
renewable energy farms, which demand large areas 
and which interfere with many other uses of marine 
space. For example, the Scottish government has 
initiated planning of the sea areas around Scotland in 
order to reduce tensions between uses and to increase 
predictability in licensing (Marine Scotland, 2013).

Albeit intuitively appealing, MSP poses a number 
of challenges. MSP introduces new elements into 
the management of marine space. As with any 
change in governance, it faces resistance from 
those whose rights it appears to restrict. Others 
see MSP as a way to gain influence and power 
through the reservation of space and exclusion of 
certain activities, possibly demoting economically 
less gainful sea uses, such as marine protected

areas. Finally, MSP may entail a shift in regulatory 
powers between different branches of the 
administration, something which also is likely to 
generate conflict.

The challenges of MSP can be met by sufficient 
political will and leadership capable of developing 
the legal basis and the practice. Experience to date 
has highlighted the importance of consulting all 
actors across governance levels, and of transparently 
and fairly handling concerns of different groups and 
interests, as underlined by the principles of MSP 
(see earlier in this section).

Technical tools, data and analyses of overlaps 
and interactions are necessary, but these cannot 
compensate for a poorly managed planning process. 
Experiences of how to carry out MSP processes in 
various contexts are accumulating at subnational, 
national and transboundary level. For example, the 
Plan Bothnia (Backer and Frias, 2012) illustrates 
bilateral MSP, and the project 'Transboundary 
planning in the European Atlantic' (TPEA) (15) 
has gathered further experience on how to 
overcome problems of shared areas under different 
jurisdictions.

Photo 2.4: Eider duck (S om ateria m o lliss im a ) on Christianso, Denm ark

©  Andrus Meiner

(15) See  h t tp : / /w w w .tp e a m a r i t im e .e u .
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3 Ecosystem-based management and 
adaptation: priority for the coasts

3.1 Assessing the state of coastal 
ecosystem s

Holistic assessments of the marine and coastal 
ecosystems show that many vital functions of 
marine ecosystems have been weakened, impairing 
overall ecosystem health (Swedish EPA, 2009; 
HELCOM, 2010c; OSPAR, 2010; UNEP, 2012). This 
is due to a combination of pressures, including 
agriculture, fishing, shipping, coastal infrastructure 
development, tourism and recreation, and 
inadequate wastewater treatment (Knights et al., 
2011).

When taking the MSFD descriptors of 'good 
environmental status' (GES) as proxies for the state 
of marine ecosystems and their capacity for service 
provision, the ODEMM (16) project shows that 
several of the state descriptors across European seas 
are currently at high risk of failure to achieve GES 
by 2020 (Breen et al., 2012).

While the distribution, structure and functioning of 
habitats within coastal ecosystems have always been 
dynamic, the current rate of change is worrying. The 
loss of particular coastal habitats exceeds the global 
loss of rainforests by 4 to 10 times (Duarte, Nixon 
et al., 2009).

The EU Member States recently examined their 
coastal and transitional water bodies under the 
WFD (Table 3.1). The assessment of ecological status

shows that many European coastal and transitional 
water bodies were not able to achieve high or good 
status (see Figure 3.1).

The worst ecological status in coastal waters is 
reported from the Baltic Sea, followed by the North 
Sea and the Black Sea. In coastal waters in the 
Mediterranean and the open Atlantic coast (Celtic 
Seas to the Iberian coast) a higher proportion of 
coastal water bodies hold high or good ecological 
status. The distribution of pressures and impacts 
mostly corresponds to reported ecological status; 
in general, coastal waters with a high proportion 
of water bodies in good status experience low 
pressures from human activities.

The assessment of how declining trends in 
biodiversity affects ecosystem services, and 
ultimately the economy and well-being of European 
coastal communities, remains a significant and 
complex task. There are, however, several European 
examples of declining coastal populations of species 
or degraded habitats (see Table 2.3), which can be 
linked to losses of ecosystem services.

In one of the few holistic assessments of 
anthropogenic stressors, Jackson et al. (2001) showed 
that the recent collapse of several, quite different 
coastal ecosystems could be linked to historical 
overfishing in combination with the synergistic 
effects of pollution, mechanical habitat destruction, 
invasive species and climate change (see Box 3.1).

Table 3.1 Transitional and coastal water bodies reported through the river basin 
management plans of the Water Framework Directive, 2012

Type of w aters Share of RBDs containing Number of reporting Average size Total area
w ater bodies w ater bodies (km 2) (km 2)

Transitional Approximately 50 %  1 000 18 17 300

Coastal Approximately 66 %  2 800 97 267 000

Source: EEA, 2012a.

(“ ) 'Options for delivering ecosys tem -base d  marine m a n a g e m e n t ' :  see  h t tp : / /w w w .l iv .ac .uk /odem m .
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Figure 3.1 Ecological status of a) transitional and b) coastal waters as reported by Member 
States under the Water Framework Directive

a) Transitional w aters :  ecological s ta tu s b) Coastal  w aters :  ecological s ta tu s
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Box 3.1 Synergistic effects of anthropogenic stressors on coastal ecosystem s

A key finding of a s tudy  by Jackson e t  al. (2001) w as th a t  th e  ecological extinction of entire trophic levels 
th rough  hunting and fishing reduces  ecosys tem  resilience to  o ther  natural and  an thropogenic  d is tu rbances. They 
also found th a t  th e  effects of multiple s t re sso rs  acted  synergistically, rendering th e  re sponse  of th e  ecosys tem  
much g re a te r  than  the  sum  of individual s t resso rs .  Synergistic effects often becom e a p p a ren t  th rough sudden  
chan ges  in ab u n d ance  of different kinds of o rgan ism s and com m unit ies  — th e se  chang es  dem o n s tra te  ecological 
threshold  effects or tipping points.  To add to the  complexity and m a n a g e m e n t  challenges, th e re  is rarely a linear 
relationship be tw een  reducing s t re sso rs  and  the  re turn  of the  eco sy s tem 's  s ta tu s ,  and related services, to a 
previous reference or desired s ta te .

There have been efforts to improve conservation 
status of marine and coastal habitats and species. 
The Habitats Directive lists more than 40 different 
types of terrestrial coastal habitats and 8 aquatic 
coastal and marine habitats that it aims to maintain 
or restore to favourable conservation status — 
meaning no further loss of distribution range or 
extent, good condition of structure and functions, 
and good future prospects.

Despite progress in designating protected areas 
for vulnerable habitats, the current conservation

status is generally poor, both at habitat and species 
level. From 2001 to 2006, only 7 % of coastal habitats 
were assessed to be in a favourable state; 73 % of 
the assessments concluded that the state was bad 
or inadequate (EEA, 2010b). For marine habitats, 
only 10 % of the assessments were favourable.
All the favourable assessments were within the 
Macaronesian biogeographic region; the coasts of 
mainland Europe had no assessments of favourable 
states for marine habitats. Assessments of marine 
habitats suggested that conservation status was 
inadequate or bad for 50 % of these habitats.
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Within European coastal regions, 98 coastal and 
52 marine species have been deemed especially 
vulnerable (17). Despite being protected by the 
Habitats Directive, current conservation status is 
generally bad. In total, 13 % of the assessments 
of coastal species were favourable, with 60 % of 
the assessments being bad or inadequate. Marine 
species were performing worse, with only 3 % of the 
assessments being favourable with more than 70 % 
being categorised as unknown. All of the favourable 
assessments were within the marine Atlantic region; 
the coasts of semi-enclosed European seas had no 
favourable assessments for marine species. In these 
waters, marine species assessments concluded that 
23 % were in an inadequate or bad status.

The conservation status reports have revealed a 
big gap in the knowledge of habitats: 20 % of the 
coastal habitat assessments and 40 % of the marine 
habitat assessments concluded that the status was 
'unknown'. For coastal species and marine species, the 
ooiTesponding figures are 27 % and 74 %, respectively.

3.2 Working with nature — reducing the 
risks

Activities and settlements along the coast face 
risks related to sea-level rise and the effects of 
storms, flooding and erosion. Significant risks 
are also associated with human activities such as 
shipping, fishing and exploitation of oil and gas.
The consequences of climate change, sea-level rise in 
particular, increase the vulnerability of many human 
systems and activities to hazards.

3.2.1 Sediment balance and coastal erosion

The adverse impacts of coastal erosion most 
frequently encountered in Europe can be grouped 
in three categories: (i) coastal flooding as a result of 
complete dune erosion, (ii) underm ining of coastal 
protection associated with foreshore erosion and 
loss of buffering coastal habitats, and (iii) retreating

Map 3.1 Conservation status of coastal and marine habitats in biogeographical and marine 
regions
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cliffs, beaches and dunes causing loss of lands of 
economic and ecological values (Conscience, 2010).

According to latest available Europe-wide 
assessment (EUROSION, 2004a), one-fifth of the 
European coastline is under threat of coastal erosion. 
In the extreme cases, this extends to up to 2 m  a 
year (see Box 3.2), and can be even worse in isolated 
episodes of storm impact (see Box 3.3). Along the 
European coastline, the Mediterranean Sea and the 
North Sea present the highest length of erosion, and 
the Baltic Sea is the only European sea where the 
proportion of accumulative coasts is larger than that 
of eroding coasts (DEDUCE consortium, 2007).

When examining coastal protection as an ecosystem 
service (Liquete et al., 2013) the combination 
of the natural potential to withstand erosion 
(e.g. geomorphology or slope) and the exposure 
to climatic and oceanographic conditions 
(e.g. wave action or storm surges) can be m apped 
as a service flow against demand for such service 
(e.g. concentration of coastal assets and population).

Hum an influence, particularly urbanisation and 
economic activities, has aggravated coastal erosion; 
on average, the problems along Europe's coastline 
are growing. One key contributing factor is the 
persistent sediment deficit (negative sediment 
balance): this is attributable to the fact that many 
naturally eroding coastline sections have been 
sealed and most European rivers bring much less 
sediment to the coast than they used to. Over the 
last few hundred years, the major rivers in Europe 
and the sedim ent-produdng hinterland have been 
harnessed, regulated and cultivated. As a result, 
rivers deliver less sediment. For some southern 
European rivers (e.g. the Ebro, Douro, Ururnea and 
Rhone), the annual volume of sediment discharge 
represents less than 10 % of their level in 1950 (less 
than 5 % for the Ebro), consequently causing a 
considerable sediment shortage at the river mouth, 
and subsequent erosion (EUROSION, 2004a), 
see also Box 3.4.

Climate change is likely to increase coastal erosion. 
Sea levels across Europe are rising in general,

Box 3.2 Examples of rapid coastal erosion

The Holderness Coast in n o r th -e a s t  England is one of Europe 's  fa s te s t  eroding coastlines. The average  annual rate 
of erosion is around  2 m e t re s  per year. This m ean s  around  2 million to n n es  of material every  yea r  (EUROSION, 
2004b).

About a q ua r te r  of th e  Portuguese  coas t  show s sym p to m s of instability due  to erosion of cliffs or low-lying 
sections, particularly in Algarve (Andrade e t  al., 2002).  In central Algarve, re t rea t  ra tes  of 2.27 m /y e a r  have been 
observed  (Proença e t  al., 2011).

Box 3.3 Storm s as important drivers of coastal erosion

The EU has funded a nu m ber  of projects focusing on coastal vulnerability (Response, Micore, Conscience, T heseus  
and Coastance  (ls)) , with 31 case  stud ies  in total on problem s related to coastal erosion along European coasts.

The c a ses  have d em on s tra ted  th a t  sev e re  and  ex trem e  s to rm s  a re  am ong  the  main drivers of coastal erosion: 
abou t 70 % of the  analysed  case  stud ies  identified s to rm s  as  th e  m ost relevant factor governing the  observed 
erosive processes .  S to rm iness  drivers a re  particularly re levant along th e  coas t  of th e  Atlantic Ocean. Besides 
coastal erosion, s to rm  w aves and s to rm  su rges  m ay  also induce o th e r  effects: dune  erosion, flooding, overwash, 
and in general ,  alteration or loss of littoral habita ts .

Source: ETC/CCA contribution, 2012.

( ls) 'R e sp o n d in g  to  t h e  risk  f rom  c l im ate  c h a n g e  on t h e  c o a s t '  ( R e s p o n se )  s e e  h t t p : / /w w w .c o a s t a lw ig h t .g o v .u k / r e s p o n s e /  
i n d e x .h tm ;  'M orphological  im p a c t s  a n d  c o a s ta l  r isks induced  by e x t r e m e  s to r m  e v e n t s '  (Micore) s e e  h t t p s : / / w w w . m i c o r e . 
e u ;  'C o n c e p t  an d  sc ie n c e  for  c o a s ta l  e ro s io n  m a n a g e m e n t '  (C o n sc ie n c e )  s e e  h t t p : / / w w w . c o n s c i e n c e - e u . n e t / i n d e x . h t m ; 
' I n n o v a t iv e  co a s ta l  t e c h n o lo g ie s  for  s a fe r  E u ro p e a n  c o a s t s  in a ch a n g in g  c l im a te '  (T h e s e u s )  s e e  h t t p : / / w w w . t h e s e u s p r o j e c t . 
e u ;  'R eg ional  ac t ion  s t r a t e g i e s  for  c o a s ta l  z o n e  a d a p ta t io n  to  c l im a te  c h a n g e '  ( C o a s t a n c e )  s e e  h t t p : / / w w w . c o a s t a n c e . e u .
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although regional variations exist (EEA, 2012b). 
Rising sea levels increase sediment demand, as 
retreating coastline and higher sea levels will raise 
extreme water levels, allow waves to break nearer 
to the coast, and transmit more wave energy to the 
shoreline. Other climate change drivers that may 
exacerbate erosion rates are increased storminess, 
higher waves and changes in prevalent wind and 
wave directions (Marchand, 2010). The combined 
effect of sea-level rise and other changes in shallow 
areas such as coastal wetlands and coastal lagoons 
may cause them  to 'drown' (merge into the sea).
In coastal areas with barrier islands in front of the 
coast, such barriers are likely to erode.

In the view of rising sea levels and increasing coastal 
erosion, the subsidence of coastal land threatens 
the landward side of the coast. The combined effect 
of sea-level rise and subsidence is posing a threat 
to many coastal settlements located in river deltas 
where the natural process of sediment compaction 
occurs (Box 3.5). A heavy aquifer drawdown may 
also be the cause of ground subsidence. In some 
cases, subsidence is compensated — or even 
overturned — by tectonic movements or post-glacial 
rebound in northern Europe.

In many coastal areas, erosion problems are 
exacerbated by human activities, and artificially 
stabilised seafronts are progressively encroaching 
on sedimentaiy coastlines and cliffs. Dynamic 
ecosystems and undeveloped coastal landscapes 
are gradually disappearing, and lack of sediment 
is often a major contributing factor. Many places 
suffer from 'coastal squeeze' — human occupation 
encroachment at the coastal margin that eliminates 
the possibility for natural systems to retreat inland, 
which results in their decline (EEA, 2006b).

Coastal erosion in Europe is responsible for 
significant economic loss, ecological damage and 
societal problems. Loss of property, infrastructure 
and beach width annually cause millions of euros 
worth of economic damage and loss of valuable 
coastal habitats, and present significant management 
issues. At the same time, protection is expensive.
For example, in France, some EUR 20 million 
is spent each year on mitigation measures; in 
the Netherlands, the annual budget for sand 
nourishment amounts to some EUR 41 million 
(Marchand, 2010).

3.2.2 Preparing for coastal hazards and disasters

The number and impacts of natural and technological 
disasters have increased in Europe (EEA, 2010c). The 
potential for a hazard to cause a disaster depends 
mainly on how sensitive the exposed community is to 
such hazards, and which coastal protection measures 
are in place. In Europe, floods and storms are the 
most frequently registered hazards, while events 
carrying the largest economic losses are related to 
floods, earthquakes and storm damages (EEA, 2010c). 
For coastal areas, the greatest adverse consequences 
are related to coastal floods, in particular those 
caused by winter storms, and tsunamis. The most 
severe impacts of technological accidents are related 
to oil spills from operations or ship accidents.

Winter storms
Winter storms have always been a severe hazard 
in Europe. In north-western Europe in particular, 
cyclonic winter storms are common: they are 
associated with areas of low atmospheric pressure 
in the North Atlantic (Hanley and Caballero, 2012). 
These storms emerge annually, and according to

Box 3.4 The sedim ent balance of Venice Lagoon

Venice Lagoon provides an exam ple  of the  im portance  of sed im en t  balance. The lagoon is suffering a sed im en t 
deficit owing to lack of sed im en t  supply from the  rivers. The rivers originally debouching into the  lagoon were 
diverted m ore than  a cen tury  ago. Moreover, th e  sea  level is rising, and  shipping channels  enab le  relatively large 
w aves to stir  up the  sed im en t ,  which in turn  is carried seaw ard  by the  tidal currents .  The overall result is a net 
loss of sed im ent .  As a consequence ,  tidal flats and  salt m a rsh es  are  being e roded. Over th e  last 70 years ,  the  
a rea  of salt  m a rsh es  and tidal flats in the  lagoon has d ecreased  from 25 %  to 8 %  of the  lagoon area.

The yearly loss of sed im en t  can be 't ransla ted ' into a yearly deepening  of the  lagoon. The total lagoon a rea  is 
in the  order  of 500 km 2. Thus, th e  yearly loss of sed im en t  (500 000 m 3to 1 million m 3) is equivalent to a yearly 
average  of deepening  of the  lagoon of betw een  1 m m  and 2 mm. Sea-level rise ad ds  an o th e r  2 m m  per y ea r  
of deepening  of th e  lagoon. If th e  deepening  of th e  lagoon w ere  to be co m p ensa ted  by adding sed im en t  from 
the  outside, one would have to nourish a quantity  in th e  order  of 2 million m 3 of sed im en t  per year. W hether  
this is feasible d ep end s  on th e  availability of the  desired  quality of sed im en t ,  th e  cost of th e  operation, and the  
ecological co nsequ ences  of an artificial sed im en t  nourishm ent of th e  lagoon.

Source: ETC/CCA contribution, 2012.
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Box 3.5 Subsidence at coastal areas

SubC oast is a collaborative project involving 12 p a r tne rs  from seven European countr ies  who aim to develop 
a pan-European  service for a ssess ing  subs idence  hazards  in coastal lowlands, based  on satell ite and  in situ 
m e a s u re m e n ts  and  numerical models  (19). The core SubC oast product observes  terrain  height as  a function 
of time, which can be coupled with additional da ta  (such as  variations in sea  level) in o rder  to improve our 
unders tanding  of th e se  coupled coastal dynamics. A sys tem atic  examination of g eo -haza rds  has been initiated 
in th e  S eventh  Fram ework P rogram m e (FP7) PanGeo project (20) — a Collaborative Project of th e  European 
Commission, which initially will provide hazard  information for 52 of the  largest tow ns in Europe.

The SubC oast Potential Subsidence  product show s th e  potential for European coastal zone a re a s  to undergo 
subsidence  due  to the  natural p rocesses  of compaction, dissolution and shrinkage of geological units. The use 
of One Geology Europe da ta  has enabled  th e  te a m  to predict which geological deposits  might undergo such 
processes ,  and to m ap  th e se  out across  th e  European coastline.

M easurem en ts  of ground motion from satellite radar  da ta  w ere  used to  calibrate the  geological da ta ,  th e reb y  
enabling potential ra te s  of motion, in millimetres per  year, to be ass igned to the  European coastline. Calibration 
inputs from th e  PanGeo project w ere  used: they  consisted of in terpre ted  polygons of observed motions and 
associa ted  Persistent S ca t te re r  In te rfe rom etry  da ta .  Motion ra tes  w ere then  extrapola ted  to o th e r  One Geology 
polygons of th e  sa m e  deposit type.

Map 3.2 Potential subsidence of coastal lowlands and relative sea-level trends in Europe

Note: The presen ted  potential  subs idence  ra tes  a re  produced with consideration to surface geological deposits  and p rocesses
acting upon them . They do not consider  dee p e r - se a te d  tectonic motions.  In s tab le  a re a s ,  such a s  th e  northern Spanish 
coastline, high ra tes  of sea level rise a re  mostly due  to increases in sea height . On th e  Finnish coastline, sea levels are  
shown to be falling, but th e  potential subs idence  indicates relatively high ra tes  of subsidence.  This a p p a ren t  mismatch 
is explained by th e  on-going glacio-isostatic uplift found in this region.

Source: S ubCoast  FP7 project,  2013; EEA, 2012b.

(19) 'Assessing and monitoring subs idence  hazards  in coastal lowland around Europe' , s e e  h t tp : / /w w w .su b c o a s t .e u .
(20) See  h t tp : / /w w w .pangeopro jec t .eu /eng /pangeo_exp la ined_overv iew .
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information available to date, no direct relationship 
between climate change and storm occurrence 
in Europe has been documented, despite some 
obvious regional trends (Kont et al., 2011)
(see Box 3.6).

The direct consequence of a severe storm at the coast 
is a storm surge that leads to coastal flooding. In the 
European Atlantic region, concern is predominantly 
centred on positive surge events where the surge 
adds to the tidal level and increases the coastal 
flooding risk by extreme water levels (see Box 3.7). 
During recent decades, winter storms have caused 
economic damages of around EUR 1.9 billion per 
year and insurance losses of around EUR 1.4 billion 
per year. This type of insurance loss ranks among 
the world's highest for natural catastrophes (Mills,
2005), and the trend is increasing.

Climate change can indirectly affect wind-related 
hazards. In sea areas with regular winter ice cover, 
a shortening of the ice season can affect storm

damages by leaving the coast exposed to wave 
action and storm surges (BACC Author Team, 2008) 
(see Box 3.6).

Tsunami threat
Historically, gigantic flood waves or tsunamis 
have been recorded along European coasts 
(ESPON, 2006). The Mediterranean is the area 
most susceptible to tsunamis: strong earthquakes 
caused by offshore faults in the Mediterranean Sea 
may trigger tsunamis along the coasts of southern 
Europe, which in turn may cause casualties and 
damage to buildings, and impact ecosystems. 
Atlantic coasts may also be affected, as proven by 
historical records.

Predicting tsunamis with any level of confidence 
is impossible, but reducing vulnerability to 
tsunamis is realistic. Following the Councils' Action 
Plan for Tsunamis (5788/05) and the follow-up 
Council conclusions (15479/07), EU Member 
States are cooperating to implement a regional

Box 3.6 Climate change and winter storm s in Estonia

Extraordinary climatic condit ions have been w itnessed  during the  last th ree  decad es  in Estonia and across  the  
entire  Baltic Sea region. The driving force a p p ea rs  to be a change  in a tm ospheric  circulation. The intensity of 
zonal circulation has significantly increased, and th e  n u m b er  of cyclones crossing the  Baltic Sea  in winter has also 
increased. This has induced w arm er  w inters and springs. The annual m ean  air tem p e ra tu re  has increased by up to 
2 d egrees .  As a consequence ,  th e  snow cover duration and th e  ex ten t  of sea  ice have significantly dec reased .  Ice 
cover duration in th e  coastal sea  of Estonia has d ec reased  by 1 to 2 m onths  over th e  last 60 years .  S to rm iness  
in w inter has  increased over the  last decades .  For the  tim e period from 1950 to 1969, th e  m ean  n um ber  of s torm 
days  per w inter am o un ted  to 6.4. For th e  tim e period from 1990 to 2009, this figure has increased to 11.3.

Source: Tônisson e t  al., 2011.

Box 3.7 The winter storm Xynthia

Xynthia, the  powerful Atlantic s to rm  th a t  ba t te red  w este rn  Europe with hurricane force a t  the  end of February 
2010, caused  high w aves and exceptional tide levels. In France, it was described by th e  civil defence as  th e  m ost 
violent since the  Lothar and Martin cyclones in D ecem ber 1999. At least 51 people w ere killed, with 12 m ore  said 
to be missing. A fur ther  12 people lost their  lives in neighbouring European countries.

Most of the  d e a th s  in France occurred when a powerful s to rm  su rge  topped  by battering  w aves up to 7.5  m high, 
hitting a t  high tide, sm a sh ed  th rough the  sea  wall off the  coastal town of L'Aiguillon su r  Mer. In France, a total 
of 500 000 persons  suffered material d am ag e s  due to the  storm. In the  Vendée, 11 000 h ec ta res  of agricultural 
lands w ere  affected by the  salt seawater. In Charente-M aritime, 45 000 h ec ta res  of agricultural land w ere flooded 
by s eaw a te r  corresponding to  10 % of th e  total agricultural lands in this d ep a r tm en t .  D am ages  to dikes, harbours ,  
boats ,  pontoons and landings w ere  also reported . Overall, it is es t im a ted  th a t  th e  insured d a m a g e s  reached  the  
EUR 2.5 billion mark.

This even t  d em o n s tra ted  th e  need for an appropr ia te  flood-warning sys tem . Lessons learned from th e  s torm  
show ed th a t  full im plem entation of such a flood warning sys tem  is only possible if th e  following condit ions are 
fulfilled: first, th e  warning sy s tem  m u s t  take  into account how local com m unit ies  actually perceive th e  risk of 
s to rm , erosion and subm ers ion ; and second, the  warning sy s tem  m u s t  take  into account public aw aren ess  of how 
to reac t  before th e  intervention of any  em ergen cy  service.

Source: ETC/ICM, 2011.
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early warning system, established in 2005 by the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of 
UNESCO (21).

According to some scenarios, rapid alterations in 
the earth's crust, such as ice-sheet instability, have 
potential to trigger earthquakes, volcanic eruptions 
and large-scale sea-floor landslides. Increased 
tectonic activity beneath rapidly melting glaciers 
has been recorded (Ekström et al., 2006). It has 
been suggested that a combination of earthquakes 
and accelerated movement of glaciers can lead to 
rapid geophysical disturbances such as tsunamis 
and even increase volcanic activity (Blanchon et al.,
2009). On the Shetland Islands, a tsunami reached 
onshore heights at least 20 m above the sea level 
around 8 000 years ago. This was during a period 
of rapid climatic change in north-western Europe 
(Bondevik and M angerud, 2003). Unsustainable 
practices on the coast, such as the destruction of 
sheltering habitats, excessive sand mining on the 
coastal sea bottom or massive residential build
up of the waterfronts, increases the vulnerability 
of the coast to the impact of tsunamis (EEA,
2010c). Therefore, sustainable coastal management 
measures, such as building codes, land use 
planning and protective infrastructures, are 
important measures for reducing the threat 
(Council, 15479/07).

Technological hazards and accidents 
Oil operations and transport, energy and chemical 
industries, as well as water pumping and treatment 
can significantly affect coastal populations and 
ecosystems.

From 1998 to 2009, nine major oil spills (more than 
700 tonnes) originating from ships in European 
coastal areas and one major oil spill caused by an 
oil pipeline were recorded. Between 2003 and 2009, 
there were also smaller spills along most parts of 
the European coastline, with the majority occurring 
either near major ports (such as Algeciras and 
Rotterdam) or in areas of dense traffic, such as the 
English Channel (EEA, 2010c).

According to statistics, 644 vessels were involved 
in 559 accidents (sinkings, collisions, groundings, 
fires/explosions and other significant accidents) in 
and around EU waters in 2010 (EMSA, 2010). The 
number of oil spills from vessel accidents, as well 
as their impacts, has declined since the peak years 
of 2007/2008, and is expected to decrease even

further. A similar declining trend in the number 
of acute crude oil spills at sea is reported for the 
Norwegian shelf during the period from 2001 
to 2011 (Petroleumtilsynet, 2012). Nevertheless, 
transportation of crude oil or oil products by ship 
still poses a significant hazard.

Favourable trade and logistics conditions at marine 
port areas have led to the growth of the chemical 
industry, and an accompanying risk of chemical 
accidents. Potential threats may also arise from oil 
and gas platforms and pipelines for transporting 
chemicals and oil. Natural gas is increasingly 
transported offshore: an example is Nord Stream in 
the Baltic Sea, which is the longest subsea pipeline in 
the world.

Europe has a high concentration of nuclear power 
plants. They are mostly located either along rivers 
or the coast, as large quantities of water are required 
for the cooling process. Discharges of warm cooling 
water can affect coastal ecosystems and could 
change the abundance of local fish stocks. The 2011 
Fukushima disaster in Japan drew attention to the 
fact that events of veiy low probability (such as 
combination of earthquake and tsunami) can have 
serious consequences for complex technological 
systems. Nuclear plants can also be at risk from 
coastal erosion. In the United Kingdom, hard and 
soft sea defences, including new wetlands, have 
been constructed to protect nuclear installations 
from the sea.

The environmental impacts of Europe's growing 
desalination industry can be prevented by measures 
such as slow seawater intake, dispersion of brine 
outflow and cogeneration for energy efficiency.

3.3 Adapting to climate change

Climate change will likely affect the coastal 
environment in many aspects (CLAMER, 2011; 
Philippart et al., 2011; EEA, 2012b). It is possible 
to reduce vulnerability to hazards that are often 
associated with climate change, i.e. sea-level rise, 
increased coastal erosion, storm surges, and loss of 
specific habitats (Table 3.2). As most of the European 
littoral is intensely used and artifidalised, working 
with nature to sustain coastal ecosystems and 
minimise response costs is challenging but can also 
be rewarding (Andrade et al., 2002). New policy 
approaches such as the EU Adaptation Strategy

(21) The In te rgovernm enta l  Coordination Group for th e  Tsunami Early Warning and Mitigation System  in th e  North-eastern  Atlantic, the  
Mediterranean and connected  se a s  (ICG/NEAMTWS) (see  h t tp : / /n e am t ic . io c -u n es co .o rg /n eam tw s).
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Package (22) and the Green Infrastructure Strategy 
(EC, 2013b) are seeking alternatives to traditional 
grey infrastructure solutions, and also apply to 
coastal areas by aiming for multifunctional coastal 
protection measures.

Coastal zones across Europe have different 
sensitivities to sea-level rise: the extensive, low-lying 
coastal zones of Belgium, the Netherlands,
Germany, and Poland are highly sensitive, and 
in Belgium and the Netherlands particularly, the 
coast is also densely populated; other countries 
(e.g. France or Norway) have specific regions that 
are highly sensitive; in the Mediterranean, concern 
over sea-level rise is focused on its impacts on the 
highly valuable beaches and the low-lying deltas.
In such places, coastal ecosystems that are already 
intensively exploited will likely come under 
additional pressure, given accelerated sea-level rise. 
As a response, an increasing number of countries 
have developed or are in the process of developing 
climate adaptation plans (23).

In the period from 1998 to 2015, the total planned 
investment in coastal protection and climate change 
adaptation to safeguard Europe's coastal zones from

flooding and erosion amounts to EUR 15.8 billion 
(Policy Research Corporation and MRAG, 2009). 
Projections of impacts on coastal systems show 
potentially significant economic costs (without 
adaptation).

The project ClimateCost has suggested costs in the 
range of EUR 11 billion/year for the mid estimate 
of temperature-sea-level response by the 2050s 
(2040-2070) for mid-level emission scenarios (24). For 
comparison, the cost of adaptation was estimated at 
around EUR 1 billion to 1.5 billion per year for the 
2050s (EU, 2005 prices, undiscounted), and reduced 
damage costs to low residual damages, with a 
benefit-to-cost ratio of 6:1 (Brown et al., 2011). The 
uncertainties in the cost estimates are, however, 
large. Estimates can differ by an order of magnitude 
or more (Hof, 2013).

Nicholls and Klein (2005) have identified five 
objectives of proactive adaptation for coastal zones: 
increasing robustness of infrastructural designs 
and long-term investments; increasing flexibility 
of vulnerable managed systems; enhancing 
adaptability of vulnerable natural systems; reversing

Table 3.2 Main climate change hazards and vulnerabilities in different European marine 
regions and sub-regions

Main hazards and 
vulnerabilities Affected European marine regions and sub-regions

S torm s surges Baltic S ea ;  G rea te r  North S ea ;  Celtic S eas

River flooding Baltic S ea ;  G rea te r  North Sea

Coastal flooding All sea  regions, with varying intensity, depending on coastal morphology

Coastal erosion G rea te r  North Sea ,  Celtic S eas ;  Bay of Biscay and Iberian Coast; Macaronesian 
biogeographic region; Western Mediterranean S ea ;  Adriatic Sea , Ionian Sea and 
Central M editerranean S ea ;  A egean-L evantine  S ea ;  Black Sea

Salt w a te r  intrusion Baltic S ea ;  G rea te r  North S ea ;  Western M editerranean Sea ; Adriatic Sea ;  Ionian 
Sea  and  Central M editerranean S ea ;  A egean-L evan tine  Sea

Altered salinity Baltic S ea ;  G rea te r  North S ea ;  Mediterranean Sea

Loss of marine habita ts ,  
e c osys tem s  and  biodiversity

All sea  regions with varying vulnerabilit ies: for exam ple , alien species are  a 
particular concern in th e  Mediterranean

Socio-economic vulnerabilit ies All sea  regions, with varying vulnerabilit ies: for exam ple , su m m e r  tourism  is an 
issue in the  Mediterranean, w h ereas  loss of particular fisheries m ay  be an issue in 
northern  w ate rs

Freshwater scarcity Mediterranean Sea

Source: Modified from ETC/CCA & ETC/ACC reports  (Hodgson e t  al., 2010; Ramieri et  al., 2011).

(22) In particular, accompanying d ocum en t  Climate change  adap ta t ion ,  coastal and marine issues, SWD(2013) 133 final ( see  h t tp : / /  
ec. eu ropa, eu /clima/policies/a  da p ta t io n /w h a t /d o c s /s w d _ 2 0 13_133_en .pdf) .

(23) For up to da te  information see  country pages  in ClimateADAPT (see  h t tp : / /c l im a te - a d a p t .e e a .e u ro p a .e u ).
(24) 'The Full Costs of Climate Change ':  s e e  h t tp : / /w w w .c l im a teco s t .cc /h o m e .h tm l .
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maladaptive trends; and improving sodetal 
awareness and preparedness.

For coastal zones, three basic adaptation strategies 
are often used: protect in order to reduce the risk 
of the event by decreasing the probability of its 
occurrence; accommodate to increase society's 
ability to cope with the effects of the event; and 
retreat to reduce the risk of the event by limiting 
its potential effects (Smit et al., 2001; Nicholls 
and Klein, 2005). Nicholls et al. (2007) illustrated 
the linkages between these approaches and the 
evolution of thinking with respect to planned 
adaptation practices in the coastal zone, as shown 
in Figure 3.2.

Adaptation can greatly reduce the impact of sea-level 
rise and other coastal changes (Tol et al., 2008). The 
assessment of adaptation opportunities must take 
into account appropriate country-specific economic, 
institutional, legal and sociocultural contexts and

should rely on adequate scientific knowledge of the 
dynamic behaviour of the coastal system (Andrade 
et al., 2002). Ultimately, the choice of adaptation 
options is both a technical and a socio-political 
exercise, based on considerations of which measures 
are desirable, affordable and sustainable in the long 
term (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010).

3.4 Integrated coastal planning and 
management approach

Hum an activities have impacts on the coastal 
environment and coastal ecosystem services, but 
also depend on these services. This confirms the 
importance of ecological, social, economic and 
technological interactions that are particularly 
complex at coastal areas. For example, the concept 
of 'coastal squeeze' highlights the process in which 
buildings and other infrastructures spread and grow 
closer to the shoreline at the expense of natural

Figure 3.2 Evolution of planned adaptation practices in coastal zones

Land claim; empolderlng 
e s tua ry  closureAdvance th e  line

Hold th e  line Dyke; beach nourishm ent

Retrea t  th e  line Managed realignment

Limited Intervention Ad hoc seawa

No Intervention

Sustainable  adap ta t ion

Flood hazard mapping; 
flood warnings

Increased  flexibility

Community-focused
adap ta t ion

Improved  aw areness  
and p rep a red n ess

Reversing maladaptive 
trends Wetland restoration

Retreat

Accomodate 'Flood-proof buildings; 
floating agricultural sys tem s

Enhanced adaptability

Increased  robustnessProtect

A daptation ob jec tiv es  
(Klein and Tol, 1 9 9 7 )

Adaptation resp o n ses  
(Cooper e t  a l., 2002;  

Defra, 2 0 0 1 )
Coastal adaptation  
(IPCC CZMS, 1 9 9 0 ) Exam ples

Monitoring only

Source: Nicholls e t  al., 2007.
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systems that normally act as buffers between the sea 
and the land (see Photo 3.1).

There is a need for integrated management 
strategies and planning practices that can deal with 
management of coastal resources for the benefit 
of all and that can also balance competing and 
potentially conflicting interests in a sustainable 
way.

The EU ICZM Recommendation (2002/413/EC) 
defined the principles of sustainable management 
and use of coastal zones (see Box 3.8). These include 
the need to base planning on sound and shared 
knowledge, to take a long-term and cross-sector 
(e.g. tourism, fisheries) perspective, to proactively 
involve stakeholders, and to take into account both 
the terrestrial and the marine components of the 
coastal zone. ICZM can help reducing the negative 
environmental impact of activities carried out in 
the coastal areas, including those activities that are 
sources of pollution.

There is no universal or rigorous definition for 
ICZM implementation, but many coastal countries 
have interpreted the ICZM principles in developing

their national or local coastal management plans and 
indicator systems.

Since the ICZM recommendation, many activities 
have been initiated to test and develop the 
approach in different coastal areas (EC, 2007; 
Meiner, 2010). Collections of cases following 
the standard format have been gathered in the 
OURCOAST database (25), for example, and a 
number of projects designated as ICZM have 
been carried out along the European coastline 
in different regional seas. Tools that guide the 
practical use and interpretation of the principles 
have also been developed: the ICZM Assistant is an 
example of such a tool (26).

An im portant step for integrated coastal 
management was the adoption of the ICZM 
Protocol to the Barcelona Convention (27) in 2008, 
the first legally-binding international instrument 
specifically dedicated to ICZM (28).

It is fair to argue that the ICZM recommendation has 
contributed to the management of coastal activities 
in most EU coastal Member States, but in 2007, the 
Commission noted in its review that 'a mature and

Box 3.8 Principles of Integrated Coastal Zone M anagement (2 0 0 2 /4 1 3 /E C )

• A broad overall perspective (them atic  and  geographic),  which will take  into account th e  in te rdependence  
and disparity of natural sy s tem s  and hum an  activities with an impact on coastal a reas .

• A long-term perspective, which will take into account the precautionary principle and th e  needs of 
p resen t and future generations.

• Adaptive m anagem ent during a gradual process,  which will facilitate a d ju s tm en t  as  problems and knowledge 
develop. This implies the  need for a sound scientific basis concerning th e  evolution of th e  coastal zone.

• Local specificity and the great diversity of European coastal zones, which will make it possible to respond 
to their practical needs  with specific solutions and flexible m easures .

• Working with natural processes and respecting the carrying capacity of ecosystem s, which will make 
hum an activities more environmentally friendly, socially responsible, and economically sound in the  long run.

• Involving all the parties concerned (economic and social partners ,  organisations representing coastal zone 
residents , non-governmental organisations and the  business sector) in th e  m an ag e m e n t  process, for example by 
m eans  of ag reem en ts  and based on shared  responsibility.

• Support and involvement of relevant administrative bodies a t  national, regional and local level, between 
which appropriate  links should be established or maintained with the  aim of improved coordination of th e  various 
existing policies. Partnership with and between regional and local authorities should apply when appropriate.

• Use of a combination of instruments designed to facilitate coherence between sectoral policy objectives and 
coherence between planning and m anag em en t.

(25) S ee  h t t p : / /e c .e u ro p a .e u /o u rc o a s t .
(26) Developed by th e  Interreg IV B project 'Susta inable  Coastal Development in Practise'  (SUSCOD); see  h t tp : / /w w w .IC ZM ass is tan t .eu .
(27) The Convention on th e  Protection of th e  Mediterranean Sea agains t  Pollution.
(28) S ee  h t tp : / /eur- lex .europa .eu/LexU riServ/LexUriServ .do?uri=OJ:L:2 0 0 9 : 0 3 4 :0 0 1 9 :0 0 2 8 :EN:PDF.
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Photo 3.1: Buildings and o ther  infras tructures close to  th e  shoreline

©  Andrus Meiner

well-functioning ICZM involving all relevant levels 
of governance is still rarely observed' (EC, 2007).
In 2012, the implementation level was considered 
to be about 50 % (EC, 2013c). This suggests that 
there are significant practical obstacles to achieving 
an ideal ICZM. The EC impact assessment for the 
relevant legislative proposal has identified several 
shortcomings (EC, 2013c).

These shortcomings can be grouped into two main 
categories. The first is related to the lack of agency 
and clear administrative responsibility, which leads 
to lack of coordination and dedicated financing, ad 
hoc planning, unclear points of contact and poor

consultation processes. The second categoiy of 
shortcomings is cognitive and political: it results in 
inadequate analysis and common time-frames, and a 
lack of commonly agreed objectives.

These two categories of shortcomings interact and 
are likely to reinforce one another. The crucial 
question is to what extent they can be alleviated by 
introducing the mandatory elements foreseen by the 
proposal for a directive establishing a framework 
for maritime spatial planning and integrated 
coastal management (see Section 4.1). There is 
also an intense debate on the appropriate level of 
governance for mandatory requirements.
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4 Formation of a new integrated policy 
framework

4.1 From conceptual framework to 
integrated plans and strategies

Despite early efforts to integrate the policy approach 
(EC, 2000), Europe's coastal zones have been 
regulated by much legislation that has remained 
fragmented, and allowed or even encouraged 
contradicting practices at sea or land. Building 
on the EU ICZM Recommendation (2002) and 
provisions of EU Integrated Maritime Policy 
(2007), the latest effort to develop a framework 
for integrated and coherent governance of coastal 
areas is the proposal for a directive establishing 
a framework for MSP and integrated coastal 
management (COM(2013) 133 final).

Most existing policies for nature, water and marine 
environment only address part of the diverse and 
complex character of coastal zones and related 
territorial issues. Yet there are numerous direct 
and indirect links between the different policies 
that affect the coastal and marine environments.
The Commission has identified the key problems: 
competition for maritime and coastal space, and the 
inefficient use of resources (EC, 2013c) (see Box 4.1).

The overarching problem of competition for space 
and inefficient use of resources has been broken 
down into five more specific problems: 'conflicting 
claims on maritime and coastal space (problem 1), 
leading not only to inefficient and unbalanced use 
of maritime and coastal space (problems 2 and 3) 
and suboptimal exploitation of economic potentials 
(problem 4), but also to insufficient adaptation to

climate risks and degradation of marine and coastal 
environment (problem 5)' (EC, 2013c).

Challenges inherent in overcoming the problems 
are twofold. First, sectoral and specialised policies 
and policy instruments (such as those promoting 
renewable energy, fishing or shipping) need 
to fully recognise the existence and impacts 
of other policies, including opportunities for 
positive synergies. Second, instruments that aim 
at ecosystem-based management approaches 
(e.g. those included in Framework Directives for 
Water and Marine Strategies, Floods Directive and 
EU Strategies for Biodiversity and Climate change 
adaptation), need to be developed and better 
implemented. Interactions between policies must 
be handled skilfully, but the land-sea interactions 
(Figure 4.1) m ust also be understood and handled. 
This is not easily done when there is a history 
of strong sector interests that have developed 
their own institutions, including a legal base, and 
practices.

The European Commission's communications on 
governance, knowledge base and MSP have strived 
to implement a systemic vision for the coastal and 
marine areas. The Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) 
and the Blue Growth strategy (29) and related policy 
documents are expected to provide the overall frame 
for integrated management of the sea and coastal 
resources in the spirit of sustainable development 
(e.g. the MSFD being the environmental pillar of the 
IMP) and directly or indirectly link all other policy 
areas (the outer d rd e  in Figure 4.1).

Box 4.1 Reforming the EU common fisheries policy (CFP)

The poor s t a te  of f isheries has  been recognised  by th e  European Commission in its p roposals  for reforming th e  
CFP. In May 2013 , an a g re e m e n t  w as reach ed  on four key issues:  th e  m ax im um  sus ta in ab le  yield ob jective; 
th e  discard ban ; régionalisation; and  fleet capacity  m a n a g e m e n t  (EC, 2013d).  The overall aim of th e  reform 
is to  bring fish stocks back to sus ta inab le  levels in o rd e r  to  provide EU citizens with a long- te rm  s tab le  and 
healthy  food supply. At th e  s a m e  time, th e  objective is to provide and secu re  jo b s  and growth in coasta l  regions 
(EC, 2011).

(29) See  h t tp : / /e c .eu ropa .eu /m ari t im ea ffa ir s /po l icy /b lue_grow th / index_en .h tm .
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The framework directive for MSP and integrated 
coastal management is expected to strengthen the 
coherent implementation of the diverse set of policies 
by providing the necessary tools for dealing with 
different activities in an integrated way. The joining 
of maritime spatial planning and the ICZM concept 
is viewed as vital in meeting the challenges. This is 
supported by the need to deal with a large number of 
relevant policies and policy instruments and related 
stakeholder interests (see Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1)

The preparation of maritime spatial plans and 
integrated coastal management strategies is 
the central element of the proposed framework 
directive. These plans and strategies should be 
based on an ecosystem approach, and a governance 
system for their implementation should be set 
up. Potential conflicts are to be handled through

public participation, cross-border cooperation 
and strategic environmental assessments (e.g. the 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 
Directive (2001/42/EC)). The aim is to deliver plans 
dealing with at least the five main areas that have 
been identified in the proposal (Figure 4.2).

The legal status of the plans and strategies has not 
been specified in the proposed directive, allowing 
for variation between Member States, depending 
on the history and general legal regime for coastal 
and marine matters. Five years after the directive's 
adoption, a follow-up report will be compiled, 
based on Member States' progress reports. It will 
show to what extent the planning and management 
approach has been able to overcome current 
obstacles to the use and governance of the marine 
and coastal environment.

Figure 4.1 Selected policies and policy instruments related to the land-coast-sea  nexus, 
and their interactions

Note: The boxes refer to  EU-level policies and directives. Acronyms a re  expanded  upon in th e  list of abbreviat ions,  page 53.
Climate change  policies a re  not  included.

Source: ETC/CCA.
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Table 4.1 Non-exhaustive list of EU policies and policy instruments affecting coastal areas

Policy or policy instrum ents Relevance to coastal areas
General policies
Roadmap to resource  efficient Europe (COM(2011) 571) Cross-cutt ing a sp e c ts  of sus ta inab le  growth
P rogram m e to suppor t  the  fu r ther  deve lopm ent 
of an In teg ra ted  Maritime Policy (Regulation (EU) 
No 1 25 5 /2 0 1 1 ) ;  In teg ra ted  Maritime Policy work 
p ro g ram m e 2 0 1 1 -2 0 1 2  (C(2012) 1447 final); 
Blue Growth (COM(2012) 494  final)

Coordinated and coheren t decis ion-making for sus ta inable  
deve lopm en t,  economic growth and social cohesion.
Work p rogram m e for g ran ts  and p rocurem ent.  Fostering 
all economic activit ies th a t  depend  on th e  sea

Directive on th e  Promotion of th e  Use of Energy from 
Renewable S ources  (2009/28 /EC )

Wind and wave energy, use  of space  on land or a t  sea , 
im pacts on coastal hab ita ts

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) Factors affecting diffuse loading, habita t protection
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) and related  legislation 
(Council Regulation 2 37 1 /2 0 0 2 ,  revision 8 6 5 /2 0 0 7 ;  
Shellfish W ater Directive 2006 /113 /E C ; European Eel 
Fishery Regulations 1 10 0 /20 07 ;  Aquaculture Animal 
HeaIth Directive 2006/88 /E C ); European Fisheries 
Fund Axis 4

Susta inab le  exploitation of coastal natural resources,  
im pacts on hab ita ts ,  protection of species and health of 
products.

Sustainability of coastal fishery comm unities

Regional D evelopment and Cohesion Policy, Territorial 
A genda 2020

D evelopm ent of coastal com m unit ies  and  their  econom y

EU S tra tegy  on adap ta tion  to  climate change S upport  for adap ta tion  m e a s u re s  a t  all levels, from local 
to  regional and national.  Specific focus on transbo un dary  
coastal m a n a g e m e n t ,  with em p has is  on densely  populated 
deltas  and  coastal cities

Protection of biodiversity and ecosystem s
Our life insurance, our natural capital: an EU 
biodiversity s t ra tegy  to 2020 COM(2011) 244 final

General s t ra tegy  for the  conservation of biodiversity, 
biodiverstity, e co sy s tem s  res taura tion  and sus ta inable  
fisheries

Habitats  (79/409/EEC) and Birds (2009/147/EC ) 
Directives

Designation of pro tec ted  a rea s ,  conservation of coastal 
species  and hab ita ts ,  and their  s ta tu s  a s s e s sm e n ts

Protection and m anagem ent of w aters
W ater Framework Directive (2000 /60 /E C ; 2008/32/EC) River basin m an a g e m e n t ,  aiming for good s ta tu s  of lakes, 

rivers and  n ea r  shore  w ate rs
Urban Waste W ater Directive (91/271/EEC; a m e n d m e n t  
98/15/EEC)

Minimum requ irem en ts  on urban w as te  w a te r  t r e a tm e n t  
and  d ischarge

Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC) Reduction of nitrogen loading to coastal w ate rs
M anagem en t of Bathing W ater Quality (2006/7/EC ) Monitoring of public beaches
Marine S tra teg y  Fram ework Directive (2008/56 /EC ) Fram ework for protection of th e  seas
Flood Risk Directive (2 0 0 7 /6 0  EC) Flood risk m a n a g e m e n t  (including a t  th e  coast)
Prevention of pollution
Directive on industrial emissions 2010/75/EU (IED) Regulation of emissions in coastal w ate rs ,  rep lacem ent 

of the  in tegra ted  pollution prevention and control (IPPC) 
Directive (2008/1/EC )

Regulation on European Pollutant Release and Transfer 
Register (E-PRTR) (*)

Public information on em issions of significant industrial 
installations

Directives on Chemical Accidents (Seveso I, II and III) 
— Prevention, P repa redn ess  and Response

Risk a s s e s sm e n ts  and m a n a g e m e n t  for potential risks of 
industrial installations

Priority S u b s tan ces  Directive (2008/105/EC ) Protection agains t  pollution from specific hazardous  
su b s tances

D angerous S ub s tan ces  Directive ( 2 0 0 6 / l l /E C ) Restriction on use  and em issions of d an gero us  su bs tances
Directive 2005/33 /EC  am ending  Directive 1999/32/EC 
as  regards  th e  sulphur con ten t  of m arine fuels

Reduction of sulphur em issions from shipping

The Port Reception Facility Directive (2000/59 /E C ),  new 
proposal expected  in 2013

Reduction of d ischarges  of sh ip -genera ted  w as te  and 
cargo res idues into the  sea  by improving th e  availability 
and  use of port reception facilities in all EU ports
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Table 4.1 Non-exhaustive list of EU policies and policy instruments affecting coastal 
areas (cont.)

Policy or policy instrum ents Relevance to coastal areas
Transport policies
Framework for funding th e  'm otorw ays of th e  sea '  
(Article 12a of th e  TEN-T Guidelines of 29 April 2004 
— Official Journal L 167

Increase  a t t rac t iveness  of sea  t ranspor t ,  corridors for 
'floating infrastructures '  in European seas

Communication and action plan for a European maritime 
tran sp o r t  space  without barriers (COM(2009) 10)

Improved conditions for shor t  sea  shipping, contribution 
to increased popularity

Communication from th e  Commission on European Ports 
Policy (COM(2007) 616)

D evelopment of port infrastructure  and  capacity

Tourism
Communication from th e  Commission on Tourism 
(COM(2010) 352): Europe, the  world 's No 1 tourist 
destination — a new political fram ew ork  for tourism in 
Europe

Expanding and sus ta inab le  tourism

Procedures for environm ental protection and planning
Environmental Im pac t  A ssessm en t  (85 /33 7  EC; 
a m e n d m e n ts  9 7 / l l / E C ;  2003/35/EC)

Scrutinising and minimising environmental im pacts of 
significant projects

Strategic  Environmental A ssessm en t  (2001/42 /EC ) Scrutinising and minimising environmental impacts 
of significant plans and p rog ram m es ,  including those  
affecting land use

ICZM recom m endation  (2002/413/E C ) General approach for in tegra ted  m a n a g e m e n t  of coastal 
a reas

ICZM protocol of Barcelona convention Binding specific in s trum en t for in tegra ted  coastal 
m a n a g e m e n t  in the  Mediterranean, signed by th e  EU

Regional S eas  Conventions (OSPAR, FIELCOM, Barcelona 
Convention, Black Sea Convention)

Conventions for the  protection and m a n a g e m e n t  of 
the  regional se a s  with n u m ero us  specific m easu res ,  
recom m endat ions  and regulatory  e lem en ts

Note: (*) see  h t tp : / /p r t r .e c .e u ro p a .e u .

Figure 4.2 The basic elem ents of the marine spatial plans and integrated coastal management
strategies, according to the proposed framework directive

Environmental 
Impact a s s e s s m e n t

Public participation Cross-border  cooperation Data collection

An e c o s y s tem -b ase d  approach to  facilitate th e  coexis tence 
and preven t  conflicts be tw een  competing  sec tor  activities 

in marine w ate rs  and coastal zones

Energy supply, energy  efficiency
Climate resilience

Maritime transpor t ,  ports Good environmental  s ta tu s  
and protection of biodiversity

Fisheries and aquacu ltu re

Source: ETC/CCA.
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An important objective of maritime spatial plans 
and integrated coastal management strategies will 
be to ensure climate resilient coastal and marine 
areas. In the 2009 White Paper 'Adapting to climate 
change: Towards a European framework for action' 
(COM(2009) 147 final), the Commission announced 
the development of guidelines on adaptation in 
coastal and marine areas to ensure a coordinated 
and integrated approach to adaptation in coastal 
and marine areas. The Commission is aiming to 
develop such guidelines in order to support Member 
States in the implementation of integrated coastal 
management strategies.

4.2 Outlook and uncertainties

The OECD Environmental Ontlook to 2050: The 
Consequences of Inaction (OECD, 2012) presents 
projections of socio-economic trends over the next 
four decades, and their implications for four key 
areas of concern: climate change, biodiversity, water 
and the health impacts of environmental pollution. 
Despite the recent recession, the global economy is 
projected to nearly quadruple by 2050. Rising living 
standards will be accompanied by growing demands

for energy, food and natural resources — and also 
by more pollution. World energy demand in 2050 
will be 80 % higher: it could lead to a 50 % increase 
in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions globally and 
could worsen air pollution. A significant part of these 
pressures will affect coastal regions and in ciea se the 
urgency of policies that are able to foster sustainable 
solutions for Europe's coasts.

Coastal land-use planning and MSP at the level of 
regions and Member States will continue to play 
a crucial role, as European coasts are and will 
remain highly populated. The future of the coastal 
regions (on both sides of the shoreline) will be 
heavily affected by economic developments, but 
increasingly also by climate change, in particular 
due to vulnerability to sea-level rise and extreme 
weather events (EEA, 2013).

Both of these are characterised by significant 
uncertainties but also by interdependencies 
that may involve non-linear developments and 
abrupt changes (tipping points). An uncontrolled 
development of the coastal regions will in ciea se 
environmental risks, including those attributable to 
climate change (see Box 4.2).

Box 4 .2  Im pacts of policy alternatives on European coastal zones, 2 0 0 0 -2 0 5 0

The scenario-modell ing results  for two policy a lte rnatives w ere analysed in o rder  to unders tand  possible future 
evolutions of European coastal zones, by m e a n s  of th e  land use  model EUCIueScanner. The 'Uncontrolled' and 
the  'Sustainable ' options have been com pared  aga ins t  a third neutral deve lopm ent  deduced  from th e  SRES 
Scenario BÍ. The model has been run implementing th e  1-kilometre spatial resolution, 10 land-use  c lasses
configuration, for the  period from 2000 to 2050.

The land use  ch anges ,  and in particular th e  growth of built-up a rea s ,  a re  taken  as  the  main metric to evalua te  
the  p ressu re  on coastal zones. Indeed ,  th e  sha re  of built-up a re a s  in th e  costal zones is a lm ost double th a t  of the  
overall EU continental surface. This is confirmed in the  results  of th e  simulations.

The difference betw een  th e  two policy alte rnat ives can be observed  both for all of Europe and for the  coastal 
zones only, but in th e  la t te r  case, th e  difference is m ore  evident. For th e  overall EU-27 a rea ,  th e  increase in 
built-up a re a s  for the  Uncontrolled policy a lternative be tw een  2000 and 2050 is 7 .49  percen tage  points higher 
than  th e  sa m e  increase under  the  Susta inable  policy alternative. Taking into account ju s t  th e  coastal zones — as 
defined in th e  contex t of this repor t  — for th e  sa m e  period, th e  increase in built-up a re a s  is 7 .85  p ercen tage
points higher under  th e  Uncontrolled than  u nder  th e  Susta inab le  policy alternative.

Coastal zones are  th us  m ore  likely to suffer from environmental im pacts b rought abou t  by th e  increasing sha res  
of built-up land in Europe. This is even m ore relevant if we consider th e  intrinsic vulnerability of coastal zones.

The difference betw een  th e  two policy alte rnat ives entails contrasting environm ental impacts . Therefore, under  
the  Uncontrolled policy alternative, a higher proportion of built-up a re a s  is exposed  to coastal erosion and coastal 
flooding, leading to m ore potential a s se ts  a t  risk (i.e. social and economic losses).

Source: Lavalle et al., 2011.
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5 Knowledge base for integrated 
management

An analytical framework for assessments of 
Europe's coastal areas should fulfil the following 
criteria:

• the results should be relevant for policies in 
the EU, directly or indirectly aiming at the 
sustainability of the coasts and supporting the 
principles of integrated coastal management;

• it should provide options for assessment of 
ecosystems and ecosystem-based management 
approaches;

• it should provide added value by integrating 
data sets and coastal indicators in a way that 
allows repeatable evaluations and trend analysis.

Marine (sub)regions established by the MSFD 
(Table 1.1) represent major marine and coastal 
ecosystems of Europe and create a basis for 
assessment and data collection, aiming at an 
ecosystem-based management approach. Such 
regional delineation also provides for trend 
analysis and results aggregation for coastal zone 
assessments.

5.1 Call for innovative assessm ent 
methods

Assessing the state of coastal areas across 
territorial, sectoral and adaptation domains is 
a demanding task. Linking environmental data 
with socio-economic variables (particularly 
aci'oss the sea-land interface in the context of 
spatial management and change monitoring) 
presents serious challenges to existing assessment 
frameworks, and requires innovative methods for 
data integration, assimilation and modelling. For 
analysis at the level of a marine region (e.g. the 
Baltic Sea region) or across all of Europe, the task 
becomes even more complex, since transboundary 
considerations must also be taken into account.

There is an increasing potential to employ emerging 
tools that use spatial integration and GIS analysis. 
The assessment of cumulative pressures and

impacts, coastal ecosystem capital accounts and 
assessment of coastal climate vulnerability illustrate 
approaches that can be used at different spatial 
scales.

5.1.1 Spatial analyses o f cumulative pressures and 
impacts

Spatial data on human uses of the sea, the water 
quality, as well as the spatial distribution of species 
and ecosystems have become increasingly available 
throughout Europe. This makes it possible to 
produce maps showing where potentially damaging 
human activities, high levels of pollution and 
potentially sensitive ecosystems, populations of 
coastal and marine life, or biodiversity hotspots 
overlap (Coli et al., 2012). However, the sensitivity 
of coastal and marine ecosystems to some stressors, 
and especially to combinations of multiple stressors, 
is often unknown. Expert judgement can link the 
spatial distribution of human maritime activities and 
pollution with the spatial distribution of important 
ecosystems. Such analysis provides a global map 
of human impacts on marine ecosystems (Halpern 
et al., 2007, 2008 and 2012).

The spatial analysis approach has been applied 
and refined in studying regional human impacts 
on coastal and marine ecosystems in the Pacific 
(Halpern et al., 2009; Selkoe et al., 2009; Ban et al.,
2010), the Baltic Sea (Korpinen et al., 2012) and 
the eastern North Sea (Andersen and Stock, 2013) 
(see Box 5.1 and Figure 5.2).

The basic approach involves three steps (Andersen 
and Stock, 2013). First, the most important 
anthropogenic stressors and biological features 
(which may be broad-scale ecosystems or species) 
of the study area are identified, and maps showing 
their spatial distribution are collected or created 
and normalised. Second, the sensitivity of the 
broad-scale ecosystems or key species to different 
human stressors is estimated using an expert survey. 
The sensitivity of each ecosystem or species to each 
stressor is represented by a number derived from the 
experts' qualitative responses. Third, for each location
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Box 5.1 Mapping of activities and their dem ands in the Kattegat

The Kattegat is a mostly shallow coastal sea  in sou thern  Scandinavia. W ater dep th s  g re a te r  than  50 m occur only 
in the  northern  part. The Kattegat is a transition a rea ,  connecting the  brackish Baltic Sea  (via th e  0 re s u n d  and 
th e  Belt Sea) with th e  saline North Sea . Much of the  Kattegat coas t  is generally  used for recreation (e.g . sailing) 
by locals and touris ts  alike. In addition to  local d ischarges  of nutr ients  and pollutants, the  Kattegat is strongly 
affected by outflow from th e  Baltic Sea.

Figure 5.1 Som e human u ses of coastal and marine w aters in the Kattegat region
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Note: Norwegian military a re a s  and fishing by th e  Norwegian fleet a re  not shown in this map.
For data  sources ,  see  Andersen and Stock (2013)  annexes .

The Kattegat is th e  m ajor  en try  point for ships into the  Baltic, with m any  th o u sa n d s  of ships passing th rough  each 
year. Many commercial ports a re  sca t te red  th rou g ho u t  th e  region. Shipping lanes are  d redged  in som e  shallower 
a reas .  In Denmark, dredging is also practiced for sed im en t  extraction.

Commercial fishing in th e  Kattegat has  a long history, and is still of economic importance. Shellfish farm s are 
found in th e  Danish Limfjord and along the  northern  part  of the  Swedish w est coast.

Nearly one q u a r te r  of its sea  a rea  and m ore than  half of th e  K attega t 's  total length of coastline is p rotected  
(a lthough often only the  geolittoral or th e  hydrolittoral parts) .  In addition, th e re  a re  two large cod closure areas .

in the study area, the impact of each stressor on each 
ecosystem component is assessed, by combining the 
sensitivity scores and the spatial distribution maps 
for the ecosystems or species. For example, benthic 
ecosystems, which are sensitive to bottom trawling, 
will have a high sensitivity score for this stressor. 
However, an impact is only estimated to occur where 
the respective ecosystems and stressors are present 
according to the distribution maps. Furthermore, the 
magnitude of the impact depends on the intensity of

the stressor at the location in question (for example, 
frequency of bottom trawling).

In order to estimate cumulative impacts, the 
impacts predicted for all combinations of 
stressors and ecosystems or species are summed. 
Thus, the predicted impacts are additive rather 
than multiplicative, as detailed knowledge of 
multiplicative effects is lacking. The additive 
model is considered reasonable because the more 
individual stressors that affect an ecosystem,
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Figure 5.2 Predicted cumulative human 
impacts in the Kattegat (no 
absolute statem ent made about 
the magnitude of impacts)
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Note: The map is coloured according to deciles of the
predicted impacts: for exam ple ,  th e  '<  10 % ' class 
contains th e  10 %  of each study  area  for which the  
lowest cumulative impacts  were  predicted, but tha t  
does  not mean th a t  only minor or no impacts  would 
occur in th e s e  a reas .  In s tead ,  th e  map should be 
read to indicate th a t  in th e s e  a reas ,  e i ther  fewer or 
less-intensive an thropogenic  p ressu res  occur, or  tha t  
th e  b road-scale  eco sy s tem s  and species found the re  
a re  not sensitive to  th o se  p re ssu res  which occur.

Source: ETC-ICM, based on th e  HARMONY Project.

the greater the effects. This results in maps 
showing dedles of predicted cumulative impacts 
(see Figure 5.2).

The analysis of cumulative human impacts on 
the coastal and marine environment is a new and 
developing field (Ban et al., 2010). Better data, for 
example detailed maps of fishing efforts based 
on Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) and logbook 
data, can reduce some of the uncertainties currently 
resulting from lack of data.

Considering their power to integrate information 
that has traditionally been studied separately,

cumulative impact maps can be a valuable 
dedsion-support tool. They can show the 
concentration of human activities, pollution, and 
their potential irnpad on ecosystems in a way that 
individual sedor-by-sector or species-by-species 
assessments cannot. In combination with more 
spedfic and detailed assessments, cumulative 
impact maps have much potential to contribute to 
the 'bigger p idure ' of human irnpads required for 
ecosystem-based marine spatial planning.

5.2.2 Coastal ecosystem capital accounts

International work on ecosystem capital accounting 
began as a result of the 1992 Rio Conference on 
Sustainable Development, when the United Nations 
and the World Bank launched the first System of 
Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounting 
(SEEA). The work is organised through the UN 
Committee of Experts on Environmental-Economic 
Accounting (UNCEEA), which steers current and 
ongoing development in this area of research.

In 2009, the EEA began an experimental project on 
'fast-track implementation of simplified ecosystem 
capital accounts' for Europe (EEA, 2011), which 
was based on the Land and Ecosystem Accounting 
(LEAC) methodology developed in previous years. 
Through ecosystem capital accounting, the EEA 
aims to support the global policy process (i.e. SEEA 
volume II (experimental accounts)) and the 
European policy process (e.g. Target 2/Adion 5 of 
the EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy (30)) by providing 
a method to measure and map the produdivity and 
health of ecosystems.

The full extent of the Simplified Ecosystem 
Capital Accounts (SECA) approach accounts for 
ecosystem capital depreciation as a result of the 
net loss in physical stocks, and resulting ecosystem 
degradation. Capital depreciation can then be 
measured as the costs assodated with undertaking 
remediation. Ecosystem capital can also increase 
in the event of increases in physical stocks, which 
results in an improvement in ecosystems.

When ecosystem capital is measured in physical 
units, one can calculate a composite index of 
ecosystem capability, which characterises the 
status of ecosystem capital in a spedfic area. When 
ecosystem capability is compared over time, changes 
in ecosystem flows provide information on the

(30) With regards  the  requ irem en t  to a s se s s  th e  economic value of ecosystem  services, and promoting th e  integration of th e s e  values 
into accounting and reporting sy s tem s  a t  EU and national level by 2020.
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physical 'account balance' of ecosystem capital. In 
the next step, the benefits and costs resulting from 
the interaction of economic and ecosystem capitals 
are valued and expressed in monetary units, for 
example, as the costs of ecosystem restoration in 
order to ensure provision of the desired services.

The EEA is currently implementing the SECA 
approach with the aim of delivering a first set of 
land-based European experimental accounts. The 
EEA is also implementing a coastal component 
that focuses on terrestrial ecosystems at the coastal 
zone. For marine ecosystems the agency has started 
by trying to account for marine fish populations. 
The coastal ecosystem capital accounting approach 
is generally set up in three phases and in several 
steps: preparatory steps (e.g. establishing the 
relation between selected ecosystems and their 
services; selection of indicators or proxies for 
each account); operational steps (calculation of 
net accessible physical stocks of ecosystem capital 
and their flows); and interpretation of physical 
accounting results (e.g. determining the ecosystem 
capability and final expression of change in 
ecosystem capital).

The EEA is exploring ways to test the method 
outlined above for the coastal zone. In so doing, 
the agency is also trying to determine how 
capital accounting could contribute to the holistic 
management of coastal resources and ecosystem 
services in accordance with the principles of ICZM.

The first test calculation of coastal physical 
ecosystem capital has been carried out for the 
Spanish coastal area by the Strait of Gibraltar. 
Preliminary outcomes have revealed significant 
implementation gaps and offer important guidance 
for further improvements of methodology and data 
requirements.

5.2.3 Coastal vulnerability assessments

The IPCC has defined vulnerability as the 'degree 
to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to 
cope with, the adverse effects of climate change, 
including climate variability and extremes. It is 
measured as a function of the character, magnitude, 
and rate of climate change and variation to which a 
system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive 
capacity' (IPCC, 2007). In addition to climate change, 
other factors also determine coastal vulnerability. 
Management of the coastal zone can affect coastal 
processes such as the sedimentation of deltas, and 
therefore the local patterns of terrestrial inundation 
(Vandenbruwaene et al., 2011).

The starting point for an assessment of European 
coastal vulnerability is to identify which aspects 
of coastal systems should be prioritised for policy 
decisions on climate change and risk management. 
Vulnerability depends on perspective — it can 
refer to human systems, such as housing, business 
premises, agricultural land, industry, and ports.

Equally, the term vulnerability can refer to natural 
ecosystems and the services that they provide. For 
example, coastal freshwater ecosystems may be 
vulnerable to saltwater intrusion, or salt marshes 
may experience in ciea sed vulnerability to coastal 
erosion. In the case of coastal ecosystems, the loss of 
habitat may result in a less suitable habitat available 
for bird species, or the increased risk of extinction 
of locally endemic species. In the case of saltwater 
intrusion, the vulnerable systems would be the 
services provided by the freshwater ecosystem, such 
as drinking water.

Hazard and risk are key concepts in assessing 
vulnerability of coastal features. Hazard is any 
source for potential damage and the magnitude of 
adverse effects under certain conditions, while risk 
is the probability of occurrence of a hazard that can 
cause adverse consequences.

Methods for reliable assessment of coastal 
vulnerability are applicable at different scales 
(Iglesias-Campos et al., 2010; Mcleod et al., 2010; 
Ramieri et al., 2011).

The methods can be roughly grouped into two main 
categories:

1. index- and indicator-based approaches, 
including related GIS applications and also 
GIS-based decision support systems;

2. methods based on dynamic computer modelling 
for sectors or integrated assessment.

Index-based approaches express coastal 
vulnerability by a one-dimensional, and generally 
unitless, index. This is calculated through 
quantitative or semi-quantitative evaluation 
and combination of different variables. These 
approaches are not immediately transparent, 
since the final index does not provide information 
on the assumptions and aggregations that have 
been included. A clear explanation of the adopted 
methodology is therefore essential in index-based 
approaches.

The Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI) approach is 
one of the most commonly used and simple methods
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to assess coastal vulnerability to sea-level rise, in 
particular due to erosion and/or inundation (Gornitz 
et al., 1991) (see Box 5.2).

Indicator-based approaches express the 
vulnerability of the coast with a set of independent 
elements (i.e. the indicators) that characterise key 
coastal issues such as coastal drivers, pressures, 
state, impacts, responses, exposure, sensitivity, risk 
and damage. These indicators are in some cases 
combined into a final summary indicator. This 
approach allows the evaluation of different aspects 
related to coastal vulnerability within a consistent 
assessment context and conceptual framework 
(e.g. that of Drivers, Pressures, State, Impact and 
Responses (DPSIR)).

Relevant examples at European level include 
applications in the EUROSION (31) and DEDUCE (32) 
projects. On the basis of the DPSIR framework, 
EUROSION identified 13 indicators (9 sensitivity 
and 4 impact indicators) to support the assessment 
of coastal erosion status and trends throughout 
Europe and the related sustainable management 
(EUROSION, 2004a). Sensitivity and impact indicators

were then aggregated to derive relative sensitivity 
and an impact score whose combination defines the 
'risk of coastal erosion', subdivided into four classes.

GIS tools may support the spatial application of 
index and indicator-based methods, but are also 
used to develop GIS-based dedsion-support systems 
(see Box 5.3).

The second category of available methods is 
represented by dynamic computer modelling.
The approach can include sector and integrated 
assessment methods (see Box 5.4). Several models 
focus on specific processes that influence coastal 
vulnerability. These include the Risk Assessment 
of Coastal Erosion (RACE) model used to evaluate 
coastal erosion hazards and impacts in England 
and Wales within the National Coastal Erosion 
Risk Mapping Project (NCERM) (Halcrow 
Group et al., 2007a and b). Other models focus 
on specific coastal systems: for example, the 
Barataria-Terrebonne Ecosystem Landscape Spatial 
Simulation (BTELSS) model (Reyes et al., 2000; 
M artin et al., 2002) and the Sea Level Affecting 
Marshes Model (SLAMM) model (Park et al., 1989

Box 5.2 Applying the Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI) approach: exam ples

Özyurt and Ergin (2010) developed a CVI to specifically a s s e s s  im pacts induced by sea-level rise. The index 
is de te rm ined  th rough the  in tegration of five sub-indices, each one  corresponding to a specific impact related 
to  sea-level rise; i.e. coastal erosion, flooding due to s to rm  su rges ,  p e rm an en t  inundation, sa l tw ate r  intrusion 
on g roundw ater  resources  and sa l tw ate r  intrusion on rivers /es tua ries .  Each sub-index  is calculated through 
th e  sem i-quantita t ive  a s s e s s m e n t  of both physical- and human-influence pa ram ete rs .  The au th o r  applied this 
m ethodology to th e  Göksu Delta in Turkey.

Szlafsztein and S te r r  (2007) formulated  th e  composite  vulnerability index th a t  com bines a n um b er  of sepa ra te  
variables reflecting natural and socio-economic characteristics th a t  contr ibute  to coastal vulnerability due  to 
natural hazards .  The au tho rs  applied th e  index to the  Brazilian coastal a reas ,  considering the  following natural 
p a ram e te r s :  coastline length and sinuosity, coastline density  in municipal a reas ,  coastal fe a tu res  (es tuaries ,  
beaches ,  etc .) ,  coastal protection m easu re s ,  fluvial d rainage and flooding a reas .  Socio-economic pa ra m e te r s  
w ere  to tal population and total population affected by floods, population density, non-local population (i.e. born 
e lsew here  but living in considered a reas ) ,  poverty  and municipal wealth.

McLaughlin and Cooper (2010) developed a multiscale CVI, specifically addressing  erosion impacts . The 
index in tegra tes  th ree  sub-indices: (i) a coastal characteristic  sub-index, describing the  resilience and coastal 
susceptibili ty  to erosion, (ii) a coastal forcing sub-index, characterising th e  forcing variables contributing to 
w ave-induced erosion, (iii) and a socio-economic sub-index, describing ta rg e ts  potentially a t  risk. The au thors  
applied the  index to a multiscale sy s tem  including Northern Ireland (national scale), Coleraine Borough Council 
(regional scale) and  Portrush East S trand (local scale).

(31) 'A European initiative for sus ta inab le  coastal erosion m a n a g e m e n t ' :  see  h t tp : / /w w w .eu ros ion .o rg .
(32) 'D éve loppem ent  Durable des Zones Côtières Européennes '.
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Box 5.3 GIS too ls can be used to develop GIS-based décision-support system s

DESYCO (Decision suppor t  sys tem  for coastal climate change  impact a s s e s sm e n t)  is a G IS-based décis ion-support 
sy s tem  based  on open-source  libraries. It is designed for th e  a s s e s s m e n t  and m a n a g e m e n t  of multiple climate 
change  im pacts — from this perspective, it can be considered an in tegrated  a s s e s sm e n t  m ethod  — on coastal 
a re a s  and rela ted  e cosys tem s  e.g. beaches ,  w etlands , forests ,  p ro tected  a reas ,  g roundw ater  and urban and 
agricultural a re a s  (Torresan e t  al., 2010).  It  ado p ts  an ecosys tem  approach  and im plem ents  a Regional Risk 
A ssessm en t  (RRA) methodology, based  on Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), in o rder  to  identify and 
prioritise a re a s  and ta rg e ts  a t  risk in the  considered region. Up to now, DESYCO has been te s ted  in th e  coastal 
a rea  of th e  North Adriatic Sea  and in th e  Gulf of Gabès, Tunisia; the  décis ion-support sy s tem  is currently  being 
applied to o ther  coastal a reas .  DESYCO can in principle be upscaled to European or regional sea  level, e .g . the  
Mediterranean.

and 2003; Warren Pinnacle Consulting, Inc., 2013) 
are both tailored for the analysis of coastal wetland 
changes and vulnerability (see Box 5.4).

The choice of assessment method to be used 
depends on the specific problems to be evaluated 
and the policy and/or scientific objective to be 
addressed. These also influence the complexity of 
the approach to be used (Ramieri et al., 2011).

• Indicators and index-based methods are simple 
to calculate, good for a scoping or 'first look' 
assessment, and useful for communication. 
However, they are not well suited to a more 
detailed quantitative assessment of coastal

vulnerability and the related identification of 
adaptation measures.

• Sector modelling methods enable detailed 
quantitative analysis of a particular sector or 
process, are capable of assessing non-linearities 
and may be able to consider interactions 
between different processes. They are most 
useful for addressing specific key factors of 
coastal vulnerability, in particular at local and 
regional scales.

• Integrated assessment models can evaluate 
the vulnerability of coastal systems to 
multiple climate change impacts. They can 
cope with cross-sector analysis of interaction

Box 5.4 Integrated assessm en t m odels

In teg ra ted  a s s e s s m e n t  models aim to eva lua te  th e  vulnerability of coastal sy s tem s  to multiple climate change  
impacts , including c ro ss-sec to r  ana lyses  of th e  interaction am ong  different im pacts an d /o r  considering chan ges  in 
o ther  factors affecting th e  coastal sy s tem  (mainly th e  socio-economic con tex t and adapta tion  m e asu res) .

'Dynamic and Interactive Vulnerability A ssessm ent '  (DIVA) is widely applied at European level as an in tegrated 
model to a sse ss  the  biophysical and socio-economic effects of sea-level-rise driven impacts on coastal zones and 
socio-economic developm ent (Hinkel, 2005; Richards and Nicholls, 2009; Hinkel e t  al., 2010; Global Climate Forum, 
2013). In th e  CIRCE (33) project,  DIVA was also used to a s se ss  coastal vulnerability for the  Mediterranean Basin.

Another in tegra ted  approach  to  modelling the  impacts of climate change  on the  coastal zone w as d em o n s tra ted  by 
the  R eg is  (34) project (Holman e t  al., 2007; Mokrech e t  al., 2008; Richards e t  al., 2008),  on behalf of the  United 
Kingdom's d ep a r tm e n t  for agriculture (now th e  D epar tm en t  for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)). At 
the  end of the  R eg is  project, the  au th o rs  su gg es ted  this m ethodology could be expanded  to cover whole of the  
United Kingdom, and th e  ongoing FP7 CLIMSAVE (35) (2 0 1 0 -2 0 1 4 )  project will ex tend  this tool to  European level, 
a t  an 18-kilometre-grid resolution.

Other exam ples  of in tegrated  a s s e s s m e n t  m e tho ds  include SimCLIM, a software package to a s s e s s  climate change 
risk and climate change  adap ta tion  (Warrick e t  al., 2001 and 2005; SimCLIM, 2012) and FUND, th e  Climate 
Fram ework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution (Tol, 2006a and 2006b ; FUND, 2013).

(33) 'Climate change  and impact research:  th e  Mediterranean environm ent ':  s e e  h t tp : / /w w w .c ircep ro jec t .eu .
(34) 'Regional Im pact  Simulator' :  se e  h t tp : / /c l im a te - a d a p t .e e a .europa .eu /v iew ace i tem ?ace i tem _id  = 2806.
(35) 'Climate change  integrated a s s e s s m e n t  methodology for cross-sectoral  adap ta t ion  and vulnerability in Europe': 

see  h t tp : / /w w w .c l im save .eu /c l im save / index .h tm l .
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among different impacts and the synergetic 
effects of changes in climate, socio-economic 
development and adaptation measures. Given 
these characteristics, integrated assessment 
models are very useful in supporting policy- 
and decision-making at various scales. 
However, due to their complex nature, 
implementation can require significant 
expertise.

Coastal vulnerability assessments should preferably 
adopt an integrated approach that considers 
climate-induced and non-climate-induced 
environmental changes, socio-economic 
developments and the mutual interaction among 
these factors. However, separate analyses of the 
effects induced by each type of driver (i.e. climate 
change, other environmental and socio-economic 
drivers) are also important, since they can provide 
additional insights into the relative contributions of 
different drivers.

5.2 Improved data integration and 
sharing

Effective coastal management critically depends on 
high-quality data, particularly in geospatial format. 
There is still a deficit of harmonised, consistent 
and compatible European spatial data relevant to 
coasts.

The assessment has taken stock of relevant spatial 
data available at EU level at the time of drafting 
this report. In total, 257 European data sets (or 
full databases) were analysed and contributed 
to this report, through the work of involved 
European Topic Centres in 2011 and 2012.
Thematic breakdown of these data indicated strong 
prevalence of socio-economic data sets (statistics) 
and general lack of spatially distributed data of 
good quality.

Compared to previous EEA reporting (EEA, 2006a), 
the availability of information that can be used for 
coastal zone assessment at European level has now 
improved greatly. The prospects for future coastal 
zone assessments are even better.

For example, Member States' reporting activities 
under the Habitats Directive (reference year 2006) 
and WFD (2012) allowed first-time reporting on 
the status of habitats and species, and coastal 
water bodies. The implementation of the MSFD 
has evolved considerably from 2010 to 2013, and 
will allow for a marine baseline assessment in 2014. 
Other key data sources, such as the 2012 update of 
Copernicus Land monitoring data, as well as new 
reporting under the Habitats Directive (Article 17) 
and Birds Directive (Article 12) will allow updates 
on coastal land take or conservation status of 
coastal habitats and species (new data will become 
available in 2014 and 2015).

Box 5.5 Support too ls and information dissem ination for coastal m anagem ent

In o rder  to s t reng th en  th e  exchange  of good practice exam ples  on adapta tion  and coastal zone m an a g e m e n t ,  the
following tools have been c rea ted  over the  last years .

• Climate-ADAPT: th e  European Climate Adaptation Platform w as launched in March 2012. It w as developed 
to sha re  information on adapta tion  case  s tud ies  th rou gh ou t  th e  EU and offers potential adap ta tion  options in 
o rder  to help users  (e.g . re sea rche rs ,  policymakers) develop their  own climate change  adapta tion  policies. 
Coastal a re a s  and m arine and fisheries a re  two of th e  sec tors  covered by the  d a ta b a se  (alongside agriculture, 
biodiversity, health , etc).

• OURCOAST: th e  OURCOAST d a ta b a se  is a com prehensive  compilation of hu ndreds  of case  s tudy  sum m aries  
th a t  reflect successful cases  of in tegra ted  coastal m a n a g e m e n t  applied th ro ug ho u t  Europe, including many 
ca ses  focusing particularly on climate change  adapta tion  information and comm unication sy s te m s ,  planning 
and land m a n a g e m e n t  in s trum en ts ,  and institutional coordination m echan ism s.  The OURCOAST d a ta b a se  will 
be upda ted  in 2014.

• EMODnet: the  European Marine Observation and  Data Network w as initiated in 2006 and  finalised in 
2008. EMODnet is a comm on ga tew ay  for re sea rche rs  and service providers to high-quality marine data  
— geological, hydrographic, chemical, biological, and da ta  concerning physical hab ita ts  — as  well as  to 
th e  hum an activit ies th a t  impact our se a s  and  oceans. Thematic  da ta  se ts  of European coverage  a re  m ade  
available via web portals (Box 5.6).

• WISE-Marine: the  m arine co m p on en t  of th e  W ater Information System  for Europe (WISE) is currently  under  
d eve lopm ent;  it should incorporate information reported  by Member S ta te s  u nder  the  MSFD (except the  
underlying d a ta se ts ,  which should be incorporated into EMODnet).

Source: EC, 2013e.
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European policy action, coordinated by the EU 
Strategy on Adaptation to climate change, provides 
a basis for linking existing European databases 
on marine and coastal data (see Box 5.5). Several 
research and transboundary cooperation projects are 
also contributing, e.g. IMCORE (36) CoastAdapt (37), 
BaltCICA (38), among many others.

Currently, systems for environmental reporting 
are progressively based on access, sharing and 
interoperability. The overall aim is to maintain 
and improve the quality and availability of 
information required for environmental policy, 
while keeping the associated reporting burdens 
to a minimum. A set of principles for the Shared 
Environmental Information System (SEIS) has been 
proposed on which to base the collection, exchange 
and use of environmental data and information 
(EC, 2008c). This approach is currently evolving 
into a new vision of structured implementation 
and information frameworks (EC, 2012c and 2013f ). 
Based on international standards for geospatial 
data and services, European and national or 
regional coastal information systems will be 
increasingly able to exchange data and services, as 
promoted by SEIS principles and implemented by 
Member States following the INSPIRE Directive 
(2007/2/EC) and respective regulations on 
interoperability of spatial data sets and services.

Other marine and maritime data systems are also 
increasingly engaged in data sharing: an example 
is the Common Information Sharing Environment 
(CISE) for surveillance of the EU maritime domain 
(EC, 2010a).

Several sustainable development indicators 
have been produced over the last decades (Plan 
Bleu, OECD, Eurostat and others), but few were 
focused on coasts. The indicators are designed for 
national-level use, do not extract the coastal regions, 
and often lack a spatially distributed format. They 
seldom present temporal changes. Gaps include 
representativity (scoping of indicators), suitability 
(completeness, reliability of data) and compatibility 
(fitness for thematic integrations) of data (Meiner, 
2013).

Driven by the EU's ICZM Recommendation, specific 
indicators for coasts were produced for the EU's 
ICZM Expert Group. Although these indicators 
were well tested and documented (via the Interreg 
IIIC DEDUCE project), the evaluation of ICZM 
implementation (EC, 2007) showed that countries 
have been slow in making use of them for practical 
reporting and coastal management. This has 
demonstrated a particular need to focus on coastal 
indicators and information that can guide action 
(Rapport and Hilden, 2013).

Box 5.6 Example of European Marine Observation and Data Network (EMODnet) activities: 
integration of data for marine geology

The EMODnet-Geology project collects information held by th e  project par tners ,  and upd a tes  existing data  
se t s  with geological da ta  owned by geological survey  organ isa tions in Europe. In this respect,  th e  project has 
been largely successful in delivering th e  information layers on se abed  sed im en ts ,  s eab ed  geology, and  coastal 
behaviour required by th e  European Commission. Appropriate m ap  layers have been also compiled for geological 
ev en ts  and minerals, although th e  compilation of information held by third parties has  been problematic. For 
minerals in particular, issues have arisen regarding the  use and m ain tenan ce  of da ta  owned by govern m en t  
agencies  (e.g. a g g re g a te s ) ,  or by th e  oil and  gas  industry.

In general ,  th e  approach  of accessing  geological information directly from source , including th e  national mapping 
p ro g ram m es  of European countries, would e n su re  th e  long-term  m ain tenance  of the  EMODnet-Geology portals. 
For exam ple , integrating the  ou tpu ts  of th e  UK Marine Environmental Mapping P rogram m e (MAREMAP), th e  Irish 
INFOMAR (39) p ro g ram m e and th e  Norwegian MAREANO p rogram m e a t  European level would be a significant s tep  
forward in making geological information accessible a t  an international scale.

Source: European Commission, Maritime forum (40).

(36) 'Innovative m a n a g e m e n t  for Europe's  changing coastal resource ':  see  h t tp : / /w w w .im co re .e u .
(37) See  h t t p : / /c o a s ta d a p t .o rg .
(38) 'Climate change:  impacts, cos ts  and adaptat ion  in th e  Baltic Sea Region': see  ht tp : / /w w w .ba l tc ica .o rg .
(39) 'I n tegra ted  mapping for th e  sus ta inable  deve lopm ent  of I relands marine resource:  see  h t tp : / /w w w .in fom ar . ie /abou t .
(40) See  h t t p s : / /w e b g a te .e c .e u ro p a .e u /m a r i t im e fo ru m /c o n te n t /3 0 6 8 .
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New approaches for coastal indicators have 
been developed: these include the approaches 
of QualityCoast (41) and of the Interreg IVC 
SUSTAIN O  project (SUSTAIN, 2012). A set of 
socio-economic coastal indicators is emerging from 
Eurostat (43) — defining EU 'coastal regions' and 
providing several essential statistics for these regions 
has been an important improvement in information 
on coastal zones.

There are also opportunities to use novel tools of 
dtizen science to make progress by mobilising 
voluntary contributors. Tools such as 'Eye on 
Earth' can be applied for a wide range of topics, for 
example, beach litter or bathing water quality. The 
IOC-UNESCO IODE (44) project on the International

Coastal Atlas Network (ICAN) has advanced the 
concepts of semantic interoperability (the ability to 
automatically interpret information exchanged) and 
promotes federation of coastal and marine atlases at 
various governance levels, from local to continental 
(Dwyer et al., 2012).

Further efforts to improve data resolution (both 
temporal and spatial) and compatibility are 
needed. Data availability is still hampered by 
access or copyright restrictions. The establishment 
of a European marine knowledge platform 
(EC, 2010b) and national spatial data infrastructures 
(implementing the INSPIRE Directive) have improved 
the situation, but further progress is needed to 
provide adequate and timely data for ICZM and MSP.

Photo 5.1 ©  Peter Kristensen

(41) S ee  http : / /w w w .qual i tycoast . in fo .
(42) S ee  h t tp : / /w w w .su s ta in -e u .n e t /w h a t_ is _ su s ta in / in d e x .h tm .
f43) S ee  h t tp : / /epp .eu ros ta t .ec .eu ro p a .eu /s ta t i s t ic s_ ex p la in ed / in d ex .p h p /C o as ta l_ reg io n _ s ta t i s t ic s .
(**) The p rog ram m e 'In ternational  Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange ' (IODE) of th e  ' In te rgovernm enta l  Oceanographic  

Commission' (IOC) of UNESCO: see  h t tp : / /w w w .io d e .o rg .
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Abbreviations and acronyms

The table below presents abbreviations and acronyms used in this report. Acronyms of research projects 
have not been included, as links are given in footnotes in the main body of the text.

Acronym or 
abbreviation

Nam e R eference

AÍ See SRES
A1B See SRES
AÍ FI See  SRES
AIT See SRES
A2 See SRES
BÍ See SRES
B2 See SRES
CAP Common Agricultural Policy
CC IVA Climate change  impacts, vulnerability and adaptat ion
CCS Carbon Capture and S torage
CFP Common Fisheries Policy
CISE Common Information Shar ing Environment
Climate-ADAPT European climate adaptat ion  platform h ttp : / /c l im a te -a d a p t .e e a .e u ro p a .e u
Corine Land 
Cover(CLC)

Coordination of Information on th e  Environment Land Cover d a ta b a s e h t tp : / /w w w .e e a .e u ro p a .e u /d a ta -a n d -  
m a p s /d a ta # c 5 = a l l& c l l  = landuse& cl7  = &c 
0 = 5&b_start=0

CVI Coastal Vulnerability Index
DG Directorate-General (of th e  European Commission)
DIVA Dynamic In terac tive Vulnerability A ssessm en t h t tp : / /w w w .d iva-m odel .ne t
DPSIR Drivers, Pressures ,  S ta te ,  Im pact ,  Responses indicator framework
EDO European Drought Observatory  (IRC) h t tp : / /e d o . j rc .e c .e u ro p a .e u /e d o v 2 /p h p /  

index.php?id = 1000
EEA European Environment Agency h t tp : / /w w w .eea .eu ro p a .eu
EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone (sea areas )
EMODnet European Marine Observation and Data Network with seven different 

areas :
Lot 1 — bathym etry
Lot 2 — geology
Lot 3 — physical habitats
Lot 4 — chemistry
Lot 5 — biology
Lot 6 — physics
Lot 7 — human activity

ESPON European Observation Network for Territorial Development and 
Cohesion

h t tp : / /w w w .esp o n .e u /m a in /M en u _
Program m e

ETC/ACM European Topic Centre  for Air Pollution and Climate Change Mitigation h t tp : / /a c m .e io n e t .e u ro p a .e u
ETC/BD European Topic Centre  on Biological Diversity h t tp : / /b d .e io n e t .eu ro p a .e u
ETC/CCA European Topic Centre  on Climate Change impacts, vulnerability and 

Adaptation
h t tp : / /c ca .e io n e t .eu ro p a .eu

ETC/ICM European Topic Centre  on Inland, Coastal  and Marine w aters h t tp : / / ic m .e io n e t .e u ro p a .e u
ETC/SIA European Topic Centre  on Spatial information and Analysis h t tp : / /s ia .e io n e t .eu ro p a .eu
ETC-ACC (Former) European Topic Centre  on Air Pollution and Climate Change In 2011 ,  th e  responsibili ties of ETC-ACC 

w as  divided into two new topic centres:  
ETC-CCA and ETC-ACM (see  above)

EU SDS EU Sustainable Development S tra tegy
Eurostat The Statistical Office of th e  European Union h t tp : / /e c .e u ro p a .e u /e u ro s ta t
FAO The Food and Agriculture Organization of th e  United Nations h t tp :/ /w w w .fao .org
FP7 Seventh  Framework P rogram m e for Research and Technological 

Development
h t tp : / /c o rd is .e u ro p a .e u / fp 7 /h o m e _
en .h tml
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Acronym or 
abbreviation

Nam e R eference

GCM General  circulation model
GDP Gross dom estic  product
GES Good environmenta l  s ta tu s
GHG Greenhouse  gas ;  th e  m ost  important  an thropogenic  g reen h o u se  g as es  

a re  carbon dioxide (C 02), m e th a n e  (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N20)
GIS Geographical Information System
GMSL Global m ean sea level
HELCOM Helsinki Commission; th e  governing body of th e  'Convention on the  

Protection of th e  Marine Environment of th e  Baltic Sea Area' (Helsinki 
Convention)

http: / /w ww.helcom.fi

IAM Integra ted  a s s e s s m e n t  model  (of climate change)
ICAN International  Coastal  Atlas Network
ICES International  Council for t h e  Exploration of th e  Sea h t tp : / /w w w .ices .dk
ICZM Integra ted  Coastal  Zone M anagem ent
IED EU Industrial  Emissions Directive (2010/75/EU)
IMP In tegra ted  Maritime Policy
IOC Inte rgovernm enta l  Oceanographic  Commission of UNESCO http : / / ioc -unesco .o rg
IODE International  Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange h t tp :/ /w ww.iode.org
IPCC Inte rgovernm enta l  Panel on Climate Change http : / /w w w .ipcc .ch /
IPPC In tegra ted  pollution prevention and control
LNG Liquefied natural gas
MAREMAP Marine Environmental  Mapping Program m e
MAS Marine Alien Species
MCDA Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
MSFD EU Marine S tra tegy  Framework Directive (2008/56/EC)
MSP Maritime Spatial  Planning
MSY Maximum Sustainable  Yield
NCERM National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping
NUTS (2,3) Nomenclature  of Territorial Units for Statist ics; 

NUTS 2 = s ta te s /p rov inces ;
NUTS 3 = regional a reas ,  counties , distr icts

h t tp : / /e p p .e u ro s ta t . e c .e u ro p a .e u /
po r ta l /p a g e /p o r ta l /n u ts_ n o m en c la tu re /
introduction

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operat ion and Development h t tp : / /w w w .oecd .org /un itedk ingdom
OSPAR OSPAR Commission, as  successor  to th e  Oslo and Paris Commissions, 

to adm in is ter  th e  OSPAR Convention
h ttp :/ /w ww.ospar .org

PAH(s) Polycyclic aromatic  hydrocarbon(s)
ppm Parts per  million
RACE Risk A ssessm en t  of Coastal  Erosion
RBD River basin district, based on th e  WFD
RDI Research D evelopment and Innovat ion policy
RES EU Directive on th e  promotion of electricity produced from renewable 

energy  (2001/77/EC)
RRA Regional Risk A ssessm en t
SEA Stra tegic  Environmental A ssessm en t
SECA Simplified Ecosystem Capital Accounts
SEEA System  of In tegra ted  Economic and Environmental  Accounting
SEIS Shared  Environmental Information System
SLAMM Sea Level Affecting Marshes Model
SRES IPCC Special Report  on Emissions Scenarios h ttp : / /w w w .ipcc .ch / ipccrepor ts /s res /  

emission/in dex .php?idp=0
TBT Tributyltin
TDA Transboundary  diagnostic analysis
TEN-T Trans-European t ranspor t  network
UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change h ttp :/ /unfccc . in t
VMS Vessel Monitoring System
WFD EU Water  Framework Directive 2000/60 /EC h t tp : / /e c .e u ro p a .e u /e n v i ro n m e n t /w a te r /

w ater- fram ew ork
WHO World Health Organization h t tp : / /w ww.who.in t
WISE Water Information System  for Europe h t tp : / /w a te r .e u ro p a .eu
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